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I. SUMMARY STATEMENT.

This case presents one question: Is an integration of American
Airlines and Mid-Continent Airlines contrary to the public interesH
Mid-Continent has one of the most unfavorable records in the
industry. Due to inherent defects in the layout of its route, its prospects for substantial improvement and adequate development of its
route are dim. At the same time it is faced with the threat of new
competition from other carriers which will tap even its present light
traffic. flows.
American is a strong, sound carrier. The Mid-Continent route will
integrate well with the present American system, thereby affording
the means for favorable development of that route. Adverse effects
to other carriers, if any, will be of a temporary nature' more than outweighed by the benefits to the public and to the air transport system
which the integration will bring about.
The integration, moreover, is consonant with sound transportation
principles with respect to carrier combination. It will unite a weak with
a strong carrier. It will greatly improve servic.e to the public. It will
result in lower fares and in a large annual saving to tne government
through lowered mail rates. It will form a logical operational pattern.
It will effect substantial economies. It will benefit the employees concerned through affording them enlarged opportunities. It will not
suppress competition. Nor will it create an enterprise of excessive size.
And it will measurably contribute to the solution of the so-called'' small
carrier" problem in the air transport industry.
The terms extended to the Mid-Continent stockholders by American are fair to all and place no burden upon A_m erican contrary to the
public inter-est.

2
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II. THE QUESTION FOR DECIS,ION.

That inquiry would necessitate an examination of all conceivable
air carrier combinations. For, if that inquiry is relevant, then it is
equally relevant to determine whether Braniff should be merged' with
some carrier, or group of carriers, other than Mid-Continent, or whether
Mid-Continent should be merged with some carrier, or group of carriers, other than either Braniff or American, or whether Amer ican
should be merged with some carrier, or group of carriers, other than
Mid-Continent.
·
Congress once required an inquiry of this nature and abandoned
it as an ill-advised venture after twenty years of sad experience. In
the Transportation Act of 1920 the ICC was required to promulgate
an over-all consolidation plan for the railroads and was directed to
approve specific consolidations only if found consistent with that plan.
After a preliminary and _tentative plan was put forward by the ICC in
1921, Consolidation of Railroads, 63 I. C. C. 455, based upon monumental studies by Professor W. Z. Ripley, of Harvard University, the
ICC pleaded with Congress annually until 1929 to relieve it of the duty
to promulgate the plan as being utterly impractical. 4 Finally, when
Congress refused to eliminate the provision, the ICC promulgated the
"final" plan in 1929. Consolidation of Railroads, 159 I. C. C. 522. This
was succeeded by a series of modifications in the "final" plan. Consolidation of Railroads, 163 I. C. C. 188 (1930); 183 I. C. C. 663 (1932);
185 I. C. C. 403 (1932); 219 I. C. C. 665 (1936); 229 I. C. C. 608 (1938) ;
232 I. C. C. 213 (1939) ; 235 I. C. C. 1 (1939). At length, upon the
ICC's continued insistence that the whole a2proach was unworkable,
Congress repealed the provision in the Transportation Act of 1940.5
Obviously disillusioned by its experience, Congress included no
such provision in the Motor Carrier Act of 1935 or in the Civil Aero nautics Act of 1938- bpth adopted even before the repealer in the
Transportation Act of 1940. On the contrary both acts provided for
case by case determination of carrier combinations without an effort to
hypothesize as to the best of all conceivable groupings. The Civil Aeronautics Act emphasized this same approach by requiring approval unless the particular proposal is found not to be consistent with the public
interest.
,
Thus the Board's critical scrutiny must be directed to the proposal
now before it: Is that proposal ineonsistent with the public interesU

A. The question is one of approving an integration of American
and Mid-Continent by merger or other appropriate means.
The application in this case presents an agreement pursuant to which
American proposes to acquire all the stock of Mid-Continent in exchange for American stock. It prays for approval of this agreement
and of such acquisition under section 408 of the Act and for such further relief as may appear appropriate.
This proposed acquisition, as announced on behalf of American at
the prehearing conference and reported in the report of that conference, is for the purpose of effecting an integration of the two companies by merger or otherwise. (See also AT 1 pp. 12-14; Tr. p. 96)
Legal barriers, as interpreted by the SEC staff, prevented general
solicitation of the Mid-Continent stockholders to accept American's
offer prior to an effective registration statement. (AT pp. 40-43 )
But it is now found possible to file such a statement and have it become
effective prior to the Board's action herein so that such solicitation, and
the deposit of the Mid-Con_tinent stock, will soon be accomplished. (Tr.
pp. 95-96) Moreover it is apparent that substantially all the MidContinent stock will accept the offer. To a questionnaire sent to all
stockholders, 83.3% of the stock replied, expressing approval or disapproval of the propo_sal; and of that amount 99% approved it. (AT
pp. 43-44; Tr. pp. 224-225) Thus integration can certainly be accomplished without difficulty,2 and necessary steps to effect integration of
the organization and properties of Mid-Continent into American will
be taken promptly, if the Board enters an order of approval in this
case, without necessarily awaiting completion of all the technicalities.
(AT p. 14) The Mid-Continent corporation ultimately will be dissolved.
(AT pp. 13;-14)
~ In the light of these circumstances the case presented is one involving a proposed acquisition of control for the purpose of effecting
a complete integration of the two companies. All the evidence was
presented on that theory. Hence the question for the Board to decide
is whether the integration of these companies as proposed "will not be
consistent with the public interest" under section 408(b). 3

B. The question is not one of determining whether this is the most
desirable of all conceivable air carrier combinations involving either
American or Mid-Continent.
Considerable time was devoted at the hearing to a hypothetical
inquiry- as to whether it would not be more desirable for Mid-Continent
to merge with Braniff than with American. In the Appendix to this
brief we advert to that inqJ,Iiry. For the present it suffices to say that
that inquiry is irrelevant under the Act.
American's printed testimony will be referred to as "AT".
2 Both corporations are Delaware corporations,
Under Delaware 1.aw one corporation
can sell all its assets, including its franchises, upon approval by a majority of it s stock. REV.
CODE DELA. (1935) c. 65, s. 65. A merger can be effected upon approval of 66¾ % of the stock
of each company. Id., s, 59. Conceivably a sale of assets could be very simply accomplished
by a lump payment by American to those few Mid-Continent, stockholders not desiring to
accept American's offer to exchange stock. Cf. Lease of Louisville, H. <J- St. L . Ry., 150
I. C. C. 741 (1929) .
3 We discuss in the Appendix to this brief the question whether a failure to include in
the application in this case an express prayer for approval of a merger or other form of
integration in any way limits the permissible scope of a Board order in this proceeding.
1

C. There is no question under the monopoly proviso of section
408(b).
Mid-Continent and American are non-competitive, except for the
small segment o(their routes between Joplin and Tulsa. (AT p. 53)
The Board has pointed out that the unification of non-competing lines
· 4 I. C. C. An111Ual Report, 1925, pp. 13-14, 72; I. C. C. Ann1ial Report, 1926, pp. 76-77;
I. C. C. Annual Report, 1927, p. 65; I. C. C. Annual Report, 1928, pp. 60-61. In testimony

on behalf of the ICC before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce in 1926, Mr. Eastman said:
'' Considered theoretically, such a complete plan of consolidation ha s a great deal of
merit. 'l.'he practical experience which ,ve have gained in attempting to formulate the
plan however leads us to doubt the utility and, indeed, the wisdom of this provision of
the law." Se~ate Committee on Interstate Commerce, H earvngs on S. 1870, 69th Cong.,
1926, p. 47.

for

5 The provision
a consolidation plan was dropped by Congress without any debate on
the question. Moreover in the Congressional committee hearings there was virtually no opposition expressed to the- repeal of the provision. Mr. Eastman again testified on behalf of
the ICC advocating repeal. See House Committee on Intei:state and Foreign Commerce, Hearings on H. R. 2531 and 4862, 76th Cong., 1939, pp. 1714-1715 .

.,.
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In terms of the six significant indexes of performance-load f actors, passengers per mile of route per day, passengers per mile, express
pounds per mile, cost per ton mile, and lo·ss per ton mile before mail
revenue-Mid-Continent ( excluding Inland) is at the bottom of the
list in three cases and next to the bottom in the other three. (Ex. A-17,
pp. 1, 2, 3', 6; A-22, p. 1 ; A-23) Other carriers with a generally low
showing have made notable gains in significant respects, while MidContinent remains, despite all tbe abnormally favorable conditions
of wartime economies, jams of traffic, and high utilization of equipment,
barely started on the road toward self-sufficiency. (Tr. p. 252) It (and
Inland ) has for years been the "problem" of the industry.

cannot result in the creation of a monopoly. Acquisition of Mayflower
Airlines by Northeast Airlines, 4 C. A. B. 680 (1944 ); Western Air
Li'nes-Acqiiisition of Inland Air Lines, 4 C. A. B. 654 (1944).
Moreover the Board has found that no monopoly resulted from
unification which represented a volume of the air transport business
in the Seward Peninsula area in Alaska constituting a much larger
percentage of the total business in that area than American will have
of the total business either in the country at large or in the mid-west.
Wien Alaska Airlines-Acquisition Mirow Air Service, 3 C. A. B. 207
(1941) .6
,
At the hearing no one seriously contended that the acquisition here
in question would result in a monopoly. Mr. Braniff did speak of it as
establishing 'American "as a monopoly" in the Central Plains area.
(Tr. p. 537) But he doubtless meant to use the term in a loose and
rhetorical sense. It could hardly be suggested that an area in which
some seven or eight airlines, in addition to American and Mid-Continent, are operating would be monopolized by American as a result of
this integration.
It must be concluded, then, that the case presents no question
under the first proviso of section 408 (b).
III. MID-CONTINENT'S RECORD IS UNFAVORABLE AND ITS
PROSPECTS DIM.

A. Mid-Continent's record is unfavorable.

B. Mid-Continent's problem arises from inherent defects in its
route.

l

Mid-Continent's past record has placed it consistently at or near
the bottom of the list of the air carriers on the basis of nearly every
index of performance bearing on progress toward self-sufficiency. Only
Inland's record was consistently worse. (Ex. A-17; A-22; A-23; A-24;
A-25; AT pp. 55-56) And Inland has been acquired by Western Airlines.
The seriousness of Mid-Continent's position is emphasized by
the significant progress made by certain of the other carriers. For
exam pl~, although Northeast generally ranks low on the basis of these
indexes, it has made notable gains in important respects. Thus whereas
in 1939 it and Mid-Co·ntinent were about on a par in terms of passengers
per route mile per day, with 11.84 and 10.26 respectively, it had jumped
to 43.09 in 1943 but Mid-Continent stood at only 22.40. (Ex. A-17, p. 2)
And Northeast's non-mail revenue per revenue mile was 83.47¢ for
the first six months of 1945 while Mid-Continent's was only 59.41¢;
but in 1939 Northeast stood at 23.79¢ and Mid-Continent at 16.21¢.
(Ex. A-24) So- too, in the case of Continental, the years 1939· to 1945
saw a jump in load factor from 05.07 % to 76.95%, whereas Mid-Continent increased only from 38.47% to 67.50 % (Ex. A-17, p. 1); and
those same years saw a drop in Continental's loss per ton mile before
mail revenue from 110.5¢ to 14.7¢ while Mid-Continent's reco-rd was a
drop only from 90.1¢ to 25.5¢. (Ex. A-23)
The most recent decision b y a court as to the degree of control necessary to constitute
monopoly is United States v. A luminwm Co. of America, 148 F. (2d) 416, (C. C. A. 2d, 1945),
in which the Court held that Aluminum Company's control of over 90% of aluminum ingot
constituted a monopoly. It said: "That percentage [ninety] is enough to constitute a
monopoly; it is doubtful whether sixty or sixty-four per cent would be enough; and certainly
thirty-three percent is not. ' ' (148 F. (2d) at 424)
6
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The problem facing Mid-Continent is inherent in the layout of its
route. There is every reason to agree with Mr. Zock that no carrier
could bave done better in Mid-Continent's circumstances. (Tr. p. 310;
see also pp. 152-153, 466-467)
The route itself does not coincide with principal traffic flows but
cross-cuts them.
To a degree greater than other carrier s, Mid-Continent fails to
connect points of primary traffic interest with each other as disclosed
by the rail traffic flows. (Ex. A-14; A-15; AT pp. 57-58) And the same
kind of weakness is found in te rms of the connection of its points with
any o.f their first ten rail interest points. (Id.) The significance of
these fact s is that Mid-Continent bas no springboard. of considerable
pre-existing t raffic to give it a favorable start in the creation of the new
traffic without which it must inevitably fail as an airline. (AT p. 59)
These facts also mean-equally significantly-that there is an absence
of high density segments on the basis of which other lighter segments
can be carried.
The flows of surface traffic have, moreover, been reflected in the
air traffic. Both the Board surveys and the more recent surveys of '
the Air Transport Command show quite conclusively that the air flows
along the line of Mid-Continent's route are driblets in relation to the
flow s along cross-cutting routes. (Ex. A-16)
The inherent traffic weakness of the Mid-Continent route was never
better exemplified than by the action of the authorities concerned at the
time of the equipment curtailment in 1942. So low in traffic impor tance
did that route rank that at one point it was virtually wiped out ~mtirely.
There is hardly a doubt but that, had it been found necessary to eliminate any of the airlines at that time, Mid-Continent would have be~n
" the first to go-with the possible exception of Inland.
The foregoing· basic difficulty with Mid-Continent's route is emphasized by a number of furth er considerations.
In the first place Mid-Continent is a short haul carrier. It is the
only carrier, even including Inland, which did not increase its average
passenger haul from 1940 to the first six months of 1945. Mid-Continent 's averag·e hau! actually f ell from 272 to 2(;>8 miles. Every other
carrier's haul was very greatly increased. Even Inland jumped from
260 to 324. And both the carriers presently having a shorter average
haul than Mid-Continent-PCA and Northeast-greatly increased their

.
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haul during the period; PCA from 179 to 235 and Northeast from ):_49
to 209. (Ex. A-17, p. 4)
This point is of importance not as an indi'cation that short haul
traffic is of less public interest than long haul but rather as a further
illustration of the unfavorable conditions Mid-Continent faces. For the
industry as a whole the average haul may shorten in the years to come,
as it had fallen in pre-war years. "But the point is that the shorter
the haul the higher the cost to the airline per dollar of revenue. (AT
p. 59) 7 And if there are no high density segments to off set this factor
the airline concerned is bound to be seriously aff'ected. (AT pp. 59-60;
Tr. p. 268) Mid-Continent's peculiar weakness is underlined by the
fact that, even in the war years when all hauls were lengthening, MidContinent stirl could not develop the long haul to cushion the effect of
the short haul.
A second consideration is the abnormal dependence of Mid-Continent on connecting b-qsiness. · (Cf. Ex. U-2) As much as 58%.._of its
business has been of an interline nature. (Tr. p. 455) Thus to be
dependent upon connections may, as Mr. Rheinstrom pointed out, '' defeat efforts to glean the full benefit of the route." (AT p. 61) The matter of connection with American at Tulsa illustrate s the vulnerability
of a carrier which is so dependent, for Mid-Continent's need to make
connections with other carriers elsewhere prevented it from making
satisfactory connections with American at Tulsa (AT pp. 61, 72), and
so resulted in Mid-Continent's losing substantial revenue through having to transfer traffic at Kansas City instead of Tulsa. (Tr. pp. 271, 362,
380) At the same time a carrier which is involved in connecting business to such an extent is especially open to invidious comparisons
where it is unable to keep pace with the equipment parade. (AT p. 64;
Tr. p. 309) Moreover the connecting carrier will find itself subject to
decisions made by other carriers, over which it can exercise no control,
with respect to such vital matter s as rates, routings, schedules, traffic
promotion, and so forth.
Still a thir,d consideration is that for 60% of the population of its
route Mid-Continent serves in only one direction, so that it cannot
capitalize on the economies and the efficiencies in traffic development
which service in more than one direction affords. (AT pp. 27-28).
And a fourth consideration is the very important fact that the
route itself is not a logical structure. Its different segments, with the
Huron-Minot stub, the off-shoot to St. Louis, the round-about run
from Twin Cities to Kansas City, as well as the Twin Cities-Des MoinesKansRs City-New Orleans "main line "-with even that main line
broken by a route junction-are comparatively unrelated. (AT p. 28)
This very route layout is inimical to effective scheduling, in normal
times, without serious sacrifice in aircraft utilization. (AT p. 62) 8 And
it defies concentration upon a single, consistent traffic program (AT
p. 28) which to a small carrier with necessarily limited means and personnel is especially important. Two examples will illustrate the difficulty: a sales program suited to the stimulation of travel from the
Dakotas·to the Twin Cities is about as unrelated to the stimulation of

travel on the rest of the route as it is possible to imag·ine; and a program centering on the attractions of New Orleans will give Mid-Continent no aid whatsoever in its largest city, St. Louis. Thus Mid-Continent, nearly the smallest airline, has to face diverse regional problems.

7 Cf. Nicholson, Possibilities for Lower Airline Costs, 11 Law and Contemporary Problems 452, 455 (1946).
8 While aircraft utilization during the war was increased, it is notable that in 1942
Mid-Continent had one of the least_ favorable records. (Ex. TW.A.-6)

C. Mid-Continent's prospects are as dim as its past record.
The hearing· brought forth nothing to show that Mid-Continent's
prospects are substantially brighter than its past.
Some effort was made by TvV A to imply that the institution of the
New Orleans route will make a substantial change. No doubt that
operation will provide a considerably better picture for a time: transportation conditions by rail have never been as bad as they have been
in the last few months and to fill an airplane it has been necessary only
to open tbe plane door virtually without regard to where or when the
plane is flying. ' ' ... everyone was clamoring to get on planes, it is not
a question of selling transportation ... " (Tr. p. 310; see also p. 252)
Indeed it is that very fact that makes Mid-Continent's bad record in the
last two or three years_so striking.
The suo·o·estion
bv
T'\VA that the New Orleans extension and an
t:>b
.J
alleo·ed recent resumption of operations on Route 48 account for 42%
of 1\1:id-Continent 's revenues (Ex. TW A-17 ; cf. Tr. pp. 485-486) mistakes the facts. Passenger service on Route 48 was suspended for only
abo ut a year, until August, 1943 (Tr. p. 225), and operations since have
been steadily increased. (Tr. p. 308) In fact with the resumption of
service on Route 48 Mid-Continent began building its traffic department '' to the point of and beyond the size of that department prior to
the war." (Id.) In other words the situation i s not that Route 48 has
suddenly come back into full play and that this fact, plus the extension
to New Orleans, will transform Mid-Continent and invalidate the past
record. 9
Tho favorable effect of the New Orleans extension is subject to
two important qualifications. In normal times the traffic on that route
will hardly be lush (Tr. p. 304); there have been few new routes
oTanted by the Board where the prospects were as questionable, as is
disclosed in the Board members' opinions in the case. And it may well
be that the Huron-Minot operation, when it is resumed, will offset, if not
entirely cancel, the strength, if any (AT p. 62), gained from the extensio·n to New Orleans. (Cf. Tr. p. 393)
More fundam ental is the over-all picture presented by Exhibit
A-26~ which assumes a fleet of 12 DC-3 aircraft operated by Mid-Continent and demonstrates beyond any possible question that Mid-Continent faces heavy losse s-or continued sustenance through extraordinarily large subsidies. What is indicated is that Mid-Continent's losses
befo re mail revenue will be substantia1ly in excess of its losses in 1944
(AT p. 51); and this on assumptions that are obviously far more favorable to Mid-Continent than the facts justify. For instance the assumed exnenses of Mid-Continent are· the 1941 indirect expenses of
Braniff a~d Chicago & Southern, and the 19,44 direct expenses of those
two compames. (Ex. A-26, p. 2) This unduly favors Mid-Continent
9 Moreover the suggestion that Route 48 is an entirely new rout_e added by the Board
to Mid-Continent's grandfather routes is quite misle-adi!"1g. The most ~mportant l~g of Route
48-Twin Cities to Kansas City-is to a great degree sunply a more dnect operation between
the two most important points -on Mid-Continent's original route. ,

8

'9

since airline indirect costs in recent years have increased at a rate
greater than revenue increases,1° and Braniff's and Chicago & Southern 's plane-mile cost picture for the :first six months of 1945 was better
than Mid-Continent's, (Ex. TvVA-23) which indicates that MidContinent certainly enjoys no particularly favorable cost factors.
Furthermore J\.1:id-Continent's plane-mile costs in the past, with Lodestar equipment, would be lower than its future costs with DC-3 equipment. (Tr. p. 307) Likewise, the assumption in question makes no
allowance for recent or prospective wage increases and hours of work
reductions. For instanc,e a new agreement with Mid-Continent's
mechanics has just gone into effect. (Ex. UAW-1) Nor does the
assu~ption give any weight to the sharp price rises which are being
experienced. The way in which Mid-Continent's revenue increases can
be eroded by its cost increases shows up sharply in its experience for
the twelve months ended Oct'. 31, 1945, as compared with the twelve
months ended Oct. 31, 1944. Mid-Continent experienced a o·ain of
nearly 100% in passenger revenue and of about 50% in total r~venue.
But its net -revenue dropped from $299,194 to $218,871. 11
r
Moreov(:lr Exhibit A~26 assumes a 60% passenger load factor
which is nearly a~ high as Mid-Continent's fact or for the crowded first
six months of 1945 (Ex. A-17, p. 1); and equipment utilization of 10
hours a day, which is higher even than Mid-Continent's unusual wartime experience. (Ex. TWA-6)
Significantly no effort was 11iade by any party to counteract the
overwhelming force of Exhibit A -26. The cold, sober fact is that MidContinent faces a perfectly bleak set of economic factors which it cannot overcome.
Nor can this fact be shrugged aside by some easy assumption
that new types of equipment will serve to gild the carrier's showin o·.
Mid-Continent is only now in process of becomino· a DC-3 operat o;
'.'which is a bit of a step for Mid-Continent." (T/ p . 308) Nor doe~
it h ave a,ny plans for the acquisition of modern equipment. (Tr . p.
343 ) 12 That it has always been behind tI:e equipment par ade is due

to its thin traffic flows. It cannot now move beyond the 21-passenger
plane without having· load factors plumet in view of the route it has to
work on. And such prospective two-engine aircraft as the Martin or
Consolidated must have suitable load factors to effect economy over
the DC-3. (Tr. p. 474) It cannot be overlooked that in the last prewar year, 1941, the Mid-Continent route showed only 4.12 passeng·ers
per plane mile. (Ex. A-17, p. 3) That route is the same today except
only for the New Orleans extension.

Nicholson, op. cit, supra, p . 6, n . 7 at 454.
Domestic Air Carriers Operating Revenue and Expense St atistics f or 12 Mo nths E nded
October 31, 1945, and October 31, 1944.
12 Int e:change of equip1;1ent as a way out of Mid-Oontinent 's t r oubles does not offer
~uch promise. In the most important consolidation case ever passed upon b y the I CC A ssociated_ Transport, I7:c.-Control and Consolidation, 38 M. 0. C. 137 (1942), aff'd McLean
_T ruclcing Co. v. United States, 321 U. S. 67 ( 1944), wherein a large mot or carrier combine
-~'as _approved over_ the vigorous opposition of the Antitrust Division and small competitors,
n~terchange of eqmplll:ent _was advanced a~ a more desirable means to att ain the advantages
a1med at by the c~mbrnat10n. The ICC disposed of the point as follows:
.' 'Th_e Antitrust Division contends that common control or consolidation of these
earners 1s not _necessary in order to obtain the benefits of through-trailer service and
tha~ such s~rvice coul~ b e rendered by independent carriers through interchan 'e of
eqmpment. without phJ_'sical transfer of lading. While theoretically t his may be true,gfrom
an operatmg standpornt there are many obstacles to such arrangement s. Carriers are
generally reluctant, an~ may ref~se, to turn over their equipment to others, part icularly
when they need all available eqmpment for their own traffic. A carrier delivering equip ment t o another _can never 1?e sure when it will be ret urned. Complications arise becaus~ of the :7arym g t ypes, sizes, and unit cost s of equipment used b y the various motor
ear ners. . In ms~ances where equip~ent is int_er ch an ged, ther e is a t end enc on the art
of operatmg
personnelt · of each
.
·
f earn
· er: t o deliver inferior equipment t o t hye oth er. PD 1sput es arise over ques 10ns o marntenance and damages incur r ed Tl
h
can be coordinated to better advantage and handled more expeditious\ryou! dmovements
control
· t a1:1 t t ransac t·10ns wouId result in through movement of nmuch
er common
.
,. and the i_ns
freight
wh1~h 1s now bemg_ mterchanged. The fact that instances where indep endent motor
c~rners_ at present mt~rchange equipment are relatively rare is itself evidence of the
d1fficult1es encountered m the making of satisfactory arrangements between them , , (38
M. C. 0. at 144-145)
.

D. Mid-Continent's prospects. of economic independence are not
radically brightened by the outlook for route extensions.
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Equipment int erchange is a slender reed on which to rest Mid-Continent's future. N o help ful proposal has ever been presented to Mid -Continent . (Tr . p . 308) The m
· d ust ry , s expen·

I
1

It is idle to attempt a prophesy as to what the Board may do in
pending new route cases, or in cases yet to arise, and how the Board's
action may affect Mid-Continent's welfare. There are, however, certain general considerations which cannot be ig·nored.
Mid-Continent, like other carriers, has been seeking· new routes
ever since the adoption of the Act over seven years ago. ( Tr. p. 413)
In pursuing its program it met notable rebuffs in the :first New Orleans
case, in the :first St. Louis-Kansas City case, and in the :first Great Lakes
case. It met with success in the ca,se of the Minot extension, Route
48, and the more recent New Orleans extension. It is now seeking,
among others, extensions into Texas, into Chicago·, and between St.
Louis and Kansas City. The need therefor is, in Mr. Zock's judgment,
obvious. (AT p. 29) In addition to these extensions it feels that a substantial reorientation of its system, with Chicago as the hub, and with
extension into the Great Lakes cities and the southeastern states, is
necessary in order to put the airline in a sound position. (AT p. 29; Tr.
pp. 252, 258, 306, 332, 414)
Any such ambitious program will take time-a very long time
(AT p. 30; Tr. p. 305 )-and raises a host of problems collateral to the
Mid-Continent problem, but no less important. For such a program
would necessarily involve substantial paralleling of Braniff and Chicago
& Southern, to say nothing of c~msequences to Delta and to the la;rger
carriers. (AT p. 29; Tr. p. 369) Certainly expansion to the north or
west offers no hope. (AT p. 29) Naturally any one of the extensions
sought by Mid-Continent would, if granted as applied for and without
restriction, have a beneficial effect upon Mid-Continent considered
alone. (Tr. p. 332) But there is already good service by other carriers
-much of it a one-carrier service-between practically all of the prin- ,
cipal Mid-Continent cities and their :first ten points of rail interest so
that Mid-Continent 's opportunities to provide any significant new service by possible new routes are very limited. (Tr. pp. 81-83 ) And it
risks being certificated with sp ecial r estrictions to preserve its charact er as a "local " operator, as Public Counsel has recommended r ecently in one of its cases. This, in Mr. Zack's opinion, would not only
ence with interchange is limited to the single pre-war United-Western instance, and it has
many complications. (Tr . pp . 112-113, 183, 188, 204, 207) In air transportation the technical
and operating difficulties involved are far more acute t han those in th.e motor carrier industry.
Differ ences bet ween the carriers in their radio an d ot her facilities both on the ground an d
in aircraft, differ en ces in their operating pract ices and personnel policies, and other such
m atters give rise to seri ous p roblems. And if intercha nge between a given carrier and m ore
than one other carrier were attempted the problems grow in geometric progression. It is
evident that a doption of interchange of equipment on any si gnificant scale will come, if
at all, only in the dist ant future. F urt hermore inte1·change would deal with but a small
part of Mid-Continent's problem.

10
fail to i11iprove Mid -Continent but woiild actually put it "through the
wringer." (Tr. p. 326)
Quite aside from the effect of these extensions upon other carriers,
there is also to be taken into account the possible effect of extensions
of other carriers which may affect Mid-Continent. Mid-Continent now
is singularly free of competition. (Tr. p. 667) Yet the size and importance of cities it serves are such that, unless history is inexplicably
not to be repeated, that virgin state is not likely to continue indefinitely.
Whether new routes of other carriers are to be branded "encroachment,'' as T"\iV A is so fond of describing them, or by some more poetic
figure of speech, which Mr. Gambrell might readily provide ( cf. Tr. pp. _
266-267), it can hardly be assumed that Mid-Continent will gain vast
new routes and at the same time preserve its present routes inviolate.
Indeed_Mid-Continent stands athwart the historical dividing line between East and West transportation systems, and penetration by certain carriers from the vVest to Chicago and St. Louis- to· say nothing
of other extensions being vigorously pursued by numerous carrierswould -have a profoundly adverse effect upon Mid-Continent. (AT pp.
29-30)
The fact is that there is no carrier today which is so open to disastrous consequences from ~ realization of the perfectly understandable
aspirations of other carriers. The accompanying illustration portrays
in part what Mid-Continent faces today. Those carriers which extol
Mid-Continent's position as a connecting carrier, and at the same
time are seeking to push their lines beyond the connecting point to the
source of traffic (see, e.g., Tr. p. 687), must have a sardonic tongue in
cheek.

I

IV. INT'EGRATION OF MID-CONTINENT WITH AMERICAN WILL
MAKE POSSIBLE PROPER DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRESENT MID-CONTINENT ROUTE WITHOUT' 11\'IP AIR'MENT OF
OTHER CARRIERS.
A . The Mid-Continent route wilLbe propedy developed by Ameri-

can.
American is, of course, a sound, strong carrier. While it has had
its share of disadvantag·es to overcome and has had direct point to point
competition by other carriers p~ovided for it by the Board to an extent
that is probably more acute than is true of any other airline (Ex. A-35;
A-36; AT pp. 75-77), its management and resources are such that it
can be confidently expected that it can undertake the development of
the Mid-Continent route with promise of success.
,
Moreover American's predecessor companies operated to a numper
of the Mid-Continent cities, including New Orleans·, Kansas City, Omaha
and the Twin Cities, and many of the people who were with those companies and involved in pioneering air transportation in that territory
are h olding responsible positions in American t oday_. American thus
has a direct acquaintance with the territory and its ~eeds. (AT pp.
8-9) The Mid-Continent route fits into the present American route in
a favorable way. The link which American's route will provide between
the Mid-Continent cities and southern California, the southwest, Texas
and Mexico means the addition of very important one-carrier services

EFFECT OF OTHER CARRIERS'
ROUTE APPLICATIONS
ON MID-CONTINENT . SYSTEM

l
I.
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to the present air transport system, an impressive number of which are
entirely new. These sections of American's route account for 40% of
American's traffic today-they are extremely important air transportation sections from the standpoint both of business and pleasure travel.
(Tr. p. 451)1 3
As a matter of fact the ICC consolidation plan for the railroadsthe only abstract over-all plan for carrier combinations ever formulated by a government agency-brings out the logic of connecting the
Mid-Continent points ,vith the sections of the American system in question, as the overlay in Exhibit A-28 wili show. The proposed Southern
Pacific System would have linked New Orleans with the west
coast and the southwest; the Santa Fe System would have
linked many of the northern and central Mid-Continent points
with Texas, the southwest and the west coast; the Missouri
Pacific System would have linked the central Mid-Continent
points with Texas and, by connection with the Southern Pacific
System at El Paso, would have linked New Orleans with the west coast.
In fact a close study of the Exhibit, with its overlay, reveals a striking
similarity between the pattern formed by the upper part of the MidContinent route combined with American's route and the pattern made
by the proposed railroad systems, as well as the obvious similarity between the proposed New Orleans rail link with the West and that which
a Mid-Continent-American union would afford.
The schedule pattern proposed by American concretely demonstrates the feasibility of the consolidation of the two systems. (Ex.
A-32) So logically do the two routes fit together that the trips to be
operated on the Mid-Continent route will operate also over parts of the
present American route to a very large extent. Only in the case of the
Huron-Minot stub and the Twin Cities-St. Louis run will the schedules
confined to the limits of the present Mid-Continent route exceed in
number the flights which will operate over both routes via Tulsa or
Texarkana.14
It is true that the route thus provided to Los Angeles will be somewhat longer than present services from the upper part of Mid-Continent 's route, but the difference is not so substantial as to be impracticable. (AT pp. 64-65; Tr. pp. 487-488) And a great circle route from
New Orleans to Los Angeles stopping at Texarkana is only 53 miles
longer than a direct great circle course, and that via Tulsa is only 144
miles longer than such a course.
In substance, the integration of these systems will provide new and
strong terminals for schedule building to cultivate the Mid-Continent
territory. By providing for new through services, as well as by bring_

13

The new ser,vices ihich will be provided through the integration are further discussed

infra, pp. 20-21.
14 One schedule from Twin Cities shown in Exhibit A-32 does not stop at Kansas City_
This might require a non-stop authorization since it would depart substantially from the line
of Route 26. The Twin Cities-Omaha non-stops would also necessitate compliance with the
applicable CAB regulation. And New Orleans-Shreveport passengers could not be carried on
the one flight between New Orleans and the west via Texarkana and on the one flight between
New Orleans and the west via Tulsa which are scheduled to stop at these two points without a
change in the present Mid-Continent certificate. A restriction in that certificate permits carriage of New Orleans-Shreveport traffic only on flights to (or from) Kansas City or points
north. The purpose of that restriction is to prevent merry-go-round flights to the undue
detriment of Delta. When the specific plan for integrating Mid-Continent and American is
presented the matter of altering this restriction so that it permits transportation of New
Orleans-Shreveport traffic on flights to ( or from) some appropriate western point can be taken
up. In any case the restriction does not affect flights, even though taking on and discharging
traffic at both points, which do not carry New Orleans-Shreveport traffic.
/
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ing to the Mid-Continent route a strong· carrier with a management and
resources such that the necessary experimentation and development
wo1'.k can and will be done, the integration will result in the frequencies,
equipment, and aggressive sales activities which are needed to bring
out the potentialities of a route presently underdeveloped. (AT pp.
66-69) It would be foolish to suggest that the job will be an easy one.
Air transportation has not been developed on the Mid-Continent route
and, as we have seen, the route itself is not laid out along lines where
pre-existing travel shows any substantial volume. A developmental
program-virtually a pioneering program-is absolutely necessary.
(Tr. pp. 151-153) 15 As Mr. Rheinstrom so aptly said,

cago-Atlanta route, so that it now has Chicago-Atlanta and Chicago-Miami, Chicago-Cincinnati and service between other intermediate points as well as its so-called trans-southern route of which
the Fort Worth-Shreveport-New Orleans operation is a small part
indeed." (Tr. p. 738)
'

"We can '.t justify this proposed merger on the basis of existing
traffic in any particular, because on that basis there is little future
for air transportation at all." (Tr. p. 469)

B. The integration will not impair other carriers.
1. Effect on Delta.
Delta opposes the integration on the ground that it will result in
lo ss of business by Delta.
Involved is the 286 mile leg of Delta's route from Shreveport to
New Orleans granted Delta in May, 1943, together with the 188 mile
segment of Delta's original route from Shreveport to Fort Worth.
Delta's total mileage is 28'93.
The estimate of alleged diversion is based on the fact that American will operate from New Orleans to the ·west Coast via Texarkana
and Dallas/Fort Worth. (Tr. p. 597)
Delta presents its estimate of diversion in terms of the percentage
of its 1945 earnings which that estimate represents. This unusual relation of a future estimate to past figures-if it means anything-could
equally be used to mean that new equipment, fare reductions, wage increases, new route development, and a host of other factors in an airline's business life present a dismal outlook. An appraisal of this
type in the case of Delta i s particularly warped because the figures for
1945 do not reflect the 75% increase in Delta's route mileage accomplished by its Miami-Chicago grant. The enormous increase in Delta's
potential which this grant bestows was describ(td by Mr. Rheinstrom:
' ' I think it might w,e ll be said that this new route mileage in1
creased Delta's potential 100 per cent because, for example, by
getting Chicago-Cincinnati and adding that to the then existing ·
Cincinnati-Atlanta operation, Delta had created for it a new Chi-

15 Several of the intervening carriers have shown ·the relatively small interchange of
traffic between American and Mid-Continent heretofore prevailing. Presumably the intention
is to suggest that the two systems have no natural affinity. But the suggestion overlooks two
very important points: the unsatisfactory connections with American at Tulsa heretofore (Tr,
p. 379) and the New Orleans extension.
The bad connections which have prevailed at Tulsa are familiar. (AT p. 72) The
reason is the pauc~ty of sch~dule~ on both r outes he:·etofore in effect which made it impossible
to work out a ~atisfactory Ju_nction. But the new nn~ortan ce of Tulsa in the American system coupled with the Nashville and the Oklahoma City cut-offs ·together with the greater
scheduling which the end of wartime scarcities permits, complet;ly alters the picture. (AT
p. 73) While wartime scarcities had n?t affected the situati?n so markedly at the time of
the Board surveys of 1940 and 1941, winch also showed a low mterchange with American the
schedule frequency of both companies to or through Tulsa at that time was also low. MidContinent never had frequent schedules and at that time the American route through Tulsa
was necessarily lightly scheduled because of its nature prior to the Nashville and the Oklahoma City cut-offs. Hence, in the past, there was never the chance to work o_ut convenient
connections.
The New Orleans extension also presents a ne,i, element not reflected in the data referred to by the intervening carriers. For with that ext ension there is opportunity for interchange at Texarkana or Tulsa which never before existed.
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Moreover Delta bases its estimate on a peculiar wartime experience
which undoubtedly abnormally affected the segment of its route in question. For example, it included traffic circuitously routed from '' Chicago, St. Louis or even Washington or New York." (Tr. p. 595)
Likewise it fails to account for the fact that, with g-reater schedule
fluidity made possible by an easing in the equipment situation, connections between American and Mid-Continent at Texarkana would
doubtless be developed so that, even aside from the proposed integration, Mid-Continent will be taking some of the traffic to American from
New Orleans (Tr. p . 739), and American will be hauling· some traffic to
Texarkana from the vVest to transfer to Mid-Continent instead of to
Delta at Dallas. The estimate, of course, also ignores the possibility
of other services being instituted in this area which, in the absence of
the integration, would inevitably affect Delta's present traffic.
Furthermore Delta, which has had a record of enviable success, is
unduly gloomy in its estimate of the percentage of the business which
American will secure. If American were to d0vote its whole effort to tryi11g to preempt Delta's traf-fic it could hardly be more successful than
is indicated by Delta's overly modest appraisal of its own capacity.
But via the Texarkana junction, which Delta points to (Tr. p. 597),
American proposes only two schedules a day when its full schedule
pattern _can be put into effect, and those are through schedules to Los
Angeles. (Ex. A-32) It is far -fetched in the extreme to suggest that
such schedules will divert the traffic alleged by Delta. And in no event
can the estimate of virtual 100% diversion of traffic to or from points
west of Dallas/Fort vVorth be justified, especially in view of the importance of Dallas/Fort Worth as stop-over points and the route
junction stop which American would have to make at Texarkana. (Tr.
pp. 740-742, 751, 753-754; cf. pp. 661-662)
2. Effect on Braniff.
If ever a carrier strove mightily to exaggerate a situation by repetition and artistic devices in its exhibits, Br'i::miff has done so in this
case in attempting to show that the integration will adversely affect
Braniff.
. . For example, Exhibit B-3, pag'es 2-5, resorts to the device of repeht10n. It repeats every conceivable routing from each Mid-Continent
point that, for any part of the movement, might parallel or approximately parallel any part of Bra;niff 's r oute, and then repeats the few
parts of Braniff's route involved in each case, describes the whole as
route segment competition which would be increased by the integration,
and by this legerdemain presents one hundred and ninety-[ our instances
of increased '' route segment competition''. It is a truly amazing exhibit. Its character is revealed by its inclusion, as "route segments",
of a separate route from each of the Mid-Continent points to each of
the follo:'7"ing: Houston, Galveston, vVaco, Austin, Corpus Christi,
Brownsville and Laredo ( to say nothing of '' points south of Brownsville" and "points south of Laredo")-none of which American serves.
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Wben all is said and done, all that the Exhibit means is that there
will be new one-carrier competition by American between Kansas City
and Oklahoma City-Dallas/Fort ·worth-San Antonio, and between Fort
Smith-Muskogee and the same points. (Ex. B-4, revised p. 2)
Again, Exhibit B-1, pag~ 1, illustrates an artistic device. Entitled
as though the proposed merger would nearly complete the competitive
paralleling of Braniff's Route 9, and resorting to the impressionism
of color, all that it validly portrays is that a present two-carrier competition between KC and OL becomes, by the merger, a one-carrier
competition. (Cf. Ex. B-4, p. 1)
The case comes into a little clearer focus with Exhibit B-4, page 3.
This Exhibit shows that the only effect of the integration is to increase
Braniff's competitive mileage by 159 miles. This· is considerably less
than the mileage competitive with American which Braniff has heretofore applied for and secured (i.e. Little Rock-Memphis and TulsaOklahoma City).
But Braniff's Exhibits quickly get the picture out of focus again
for on the very next page of Exhibit B-4 American's mileag·e competitive with Braniff if the integration is approved is shown to be 1144. And
this fig·ure consists of the sum of what is alleged to be American's present competitive mileage and Mid-Continent's present competive mileage
plus the entire mileage between Kansas City-Topeka, Topeka-Wichita,
Wichita-Ponca City, and Ponca City-Oklahoma City. Of course this is
consistent with the inclusion of the sum of the mileage between Fort
Worth-Waco, Waco-Austin, and Austin-San Antonio as competitive
with American-and that is done on page 3 of the Exhibit. Since
American does not serve Topeka, ·wichita, Ponca City, ·waco, or Austin
it is apparent that even page 3 of the Exhibit is not a fair representation
of the facts; and that page 4 is quite beyond reason.
On page 5 of this sarne Exhibit it appears that the integration will
result in new one-carrier competition for only about 5% of the total passenger miles covered by this portion of the Exhibit.
The real weakness in Braniff's contention is that the integration
( which, after all, is the question at issue) is going· to have a negligible
adverse effect on Braniff. With the change in the equipment situation
after the war and the very great difference in American's route through
Tulsa in terms of frequency of schedules, the connections between MidContinent and American at Tulsa ·will obviously be made much more
satisfactory than they have been in the past even if the present application is denied. They will be at least as good as those with Braniff at
Kansas City (Tr. p. 472), whereas in the past these connections were so
poor that Mr. Beard feels there__was not even a two-carrier competition
with Braniff between Kansas City and Oklahoma City or Dallas. (Tr.
pp. 580, 586) It is perfectly .9lear that in the future Mid-Continent would
haul to American at Tulsa or Texarkana in preference to Braniff at
Kansas City (Tr. p. 362), and that American would haul to Mid-Continent at Tulsa or Texarkana in preference to Braniff at Dallas or Oklahoma City. 16 Thus what Braniff has enjoyed heretofore it will lose in

ma~or part anyway-the integration will by no means have the effect
which Braniff estimates. (AT pp. 72-73)
. It may_ b~ sugg_ested, too, that the contention that the integration
will result m mtercity duplication between Fort Smith and Muskogee,
on !lrn o?e hand, and Oklahoma City, Dallas/Fort vVorth, and San Ant?mo on the ot_her hand (Ex. B-4, revised p. 2) is subject to a very considerable qualification. American's schedule pattern does not show a
s~ng-le schedule operating between any of those points via Tulsa and,
via Texarkana, there is only one between Muskogee and Dallas/Fort
vVorth and only one between Fort Smith and Dallas/Fort Worth. (Ex.
A-32) And it is questionable whether, in the absence of the inteo-ration, Mid-Continent would not succeed in ·securing virtually as i:uch
of the San Antonio or Dallas/Fort Worth traffic to or from those points
via the American connection, as would be secured by an integrated
operation scheduled as indicated.
Braniff's diversion estimates in Exhibit B-6, page 2, obviously take
no account of any of the foregoing considerations. Furthermore they
are based almost altogether on the period prior to Mid-Continent's inauguration of its New Orleans service. This service, with the connection
it affords with American at Texarkana, Delta at Shreveport, and Chicago & Southern at Shrev_e port, would inevitably affect Braniff's interchange of traffic with Mid-Continent at Kansas City in the course of
time. Consider, for example, Braniff's treatment of traffic between
Mid-Continent points (including Kansas City) and "points east of
Dallas/Fort Worth".
Nor are the percentages of diversion which Braniff has hit upon
reasonable in themselves. It will suffice to demonstrate how overweighted they are to point out that Braniff gives American credit for
95% of the traffic where American will provide a one-carrier service and
Braniff will not, but gives Braniff only 65% of the traffic where the
situation is reversed! (Ex. B-6, p. 2) Moreover the gloomy estimates
of the inability of Braniff to cope with one-carrier competition against
its connecting service are not borne out by experience. Of course the
public prefers one-carrier service but there is no reason to believe that
such service practically monopolizes the traffic. (Tr. pp. 740-742, 750751)
Finally it bears repeating that American, without any question, will
develop far more traffic from and to the Mid-Continent route than could
Mid-Continent. (AT pp. 9, 74; Tr. pp.151-153) A carrier like Braniff
is bound t? share in the benefits of that 'inc.reased traffic. It is probable
that within a very short time those benefits to Braniff will represent
considerably more traffic than Braniff has ever enjoyed, through its conne~tion with Mid-Continent-the~weakest of the airlines.

16 Braniff's connection at Tulsa will be less favorable than American's in view of the
difference between the volume of schedules which will doubtless prevail on American's route
through Tulsa, which will be one of its _main r?utes, and Braniff's route to _M~mphis. And
Braniff will have no connection with M1d-Contment at Texarkana, whereas 1t 1s reasonable
to assume that, especially with Mid-Continent's c:ut-off ?etween ~oplin and Fort Smith, M_idContinent could make at least as good connections with American at Texarkana as with
Braniff at Tulsa.

3. The legal significance of diversion of traffic.
Whatever may be the effect of the integration in diverting traffic
from other carriers, it is plain that the Act does not permit a disapproval merely because diversion, or the possibility thereof, is shown.
Nor does diversion, in a case of this kind, have anything like the signifi_cance which tha,t element has in a new roide case.
The ICC has had a number of occasions to consider, in unification
cases, the effect of traffic diversions from other carriers.
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In Transamerican Freight Lines, Inc.- Purchase- Giorman, 5 M. C.
C. 712 (1938), the I'ICC said of the diversion arg11ment:

V. THE INTEGRATION IS CONSONANT WIT'H SOUND
TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLES.

'' A similar contention was rejected in English-Purchase- Robison, 5 M. C. C. 221. Obviously the new through service could impair
the revenues of protestants only to the extent that it might be used
by the public in preference to presently available service. The issue
is whether transfer to applicant of vendor's statutory operating
rights is ~onsistent with the public interest, and not whether it is
required by the public convenience and necessity. There is nothing
inconsistent with the public interest in providing the public with
improved service, even if it should have a.n unfavorable effect on
the revenues of protestants. It must be borne in mind that no creation of operating rights is here proposed, but only the transfer of
existing rights to new ownership. A change in ownership which
will enable existing rights to be used in a way that will Rroduce
better service can hardly be found to lie inconsistent with the public
interest." (5 M. C. C. at 713)

'

Again in Horlacher Delivery Service, Inc.- Purchase- Parker, 35 M.
C. C. 149 (1940), the ICC had this to say:
"Obviously applicant's service could impair the revenues of competitors only to the extent that it might be used by the public in
preference to service at present available. The issue is ·whether
transfer to applicant of vendor's operating rights is consistent with
the public interest, and not whether it is required by the public
convenience and necessity. There is nothing inconsistent with the
puqJic interest in providing the public with improved service, even
if it should have an unfavorable effect on the revenues of protestant.
'' ... Approval of the transaction will afford the public a better service than vendo.r has been able to afford, will provide additional
through service to the public and eliminate interchanges now required between many points, and will provide service by a finan cially responsible carrier, well equipped with motor vehicles and
terminals. It must be borne in mind that no creation of operating
rights is here proposed, but only the transfer of existing rights to
new ownership. A change in ownership which will enable existing
rights to he used in a way that will produce bett,er service can
hardly be found to be inconsistent with the public interest." (35
M. C. C. at 153)
The ICC has summed up the matter in a rule that unless diversion
of traffic '' would so seriously affect the revenues of protestants as to
impair their ability to continue rendering their present service'' it is
hardly to be treated as of any leg·al significance in determining the
public interest issue in a unification case. See Standard Freight Lines,
Inc.-Lease-Ralph D. Holt, 39 M. C. C. 85, 87 (1943); Mason,& Dixon
Lines, Inc.-Purchase-Clarence and J.M. Coggin, 36 M. C. C. 475, 480
(1941) .
I n the present case there is no proof whatsoever that diversion from
TWA, Braniff, or Delta-the only carriers showing diversion-would
have any sueh effect.

)

A. Union of a weak with a strong carrier promotes the public
interest.
In the field of carrier combination the union of a weak with a st rong
carrier has always been regarded as fulfilling a cardinal requirement of
the public interest.
It is in the nature of regulated transportation enterprise within this
country that rate levels will approach general uniformity. In the case
of air transportation, because of its speed and the length of trips and
shipment, the compulsion toward absolute country-wide uniformity is
inevitably stronger even than in the case of the railroads.
This means that an individual carrier is not free to adjust its rates
with a view to its particular problems. If its traffic flows are light and
its expense per unit of traffic high- as is true of Mid-Continent -it cannot compensate therefor by relatively high rates. It is at the mercy of
the general industry rate action. This exposure is the more acute as
competition 'i ncreases.
This, in essence, expresses the most fundamental problem in all
transport ation. It is a problem which can never be wholly solved. Public subsidy is no cure- it is but an undesired, temporary palliative.
It is in the light of this problem that the union of the weak with
the strong is recognized by Congress as not only consistent with, but
positively in, the public interest. The desire for such a union was one
of the prime considerations moving Congress to adopt the then novel
consolidation provisions in the Transportation Act of 1920 which, as
the Supreme Court has noted, '' marked a sharp change in the policies
and objectives" of Congress, McLean Trucking Co. v. United States, 321
U. S. 67, 80 (1944), reversing the rigid attitude of the common law and
the Sherman Act.
Professor Ripley in his Report to the Interstate Commerce Commission on Consolidation of Railroads, 63 I.C.C. 465 (19'21), stated that
the impossibility of providing a system of rates applicable to both weak
and strong railroads led to the approach adopted in the Transport ation
Act of 1920. The Senate adopted a bill providing for compulsory con, solidation of railroads. Professor Ripley, said of the Senate bill :
"It was intended t o compel the st ronger roads t o merge their identity with the weaker ones for the common good of the country as a
whole." (63 I. C.C. at 476)

However, instead of adopting the compulsory consolidation provisions,
the two houses of q ongress agreed upon a bill, which becam~ the Act of
1920, providing for voluntary consoli_dation and including the Recapture Clause. The relation between these two pr ovisions was described
by Professor Ripley:
'' But the measure ultimately emerged from conference committee
with the procedure as above described, in place of compulsion. It

was evidenily expected that the new statutory rule of rate making
would affo rd an incentive sufficiently powerful to induce the strong
companies to merge with weaker ones, rather than to be comvelled
to p·ay over their surplus earnings above the rate of return fixed as
reasonable, into a, revolvin_q fund fo r the general bene fit of their
respective groups. An incentive t o the weaker roads might also

I
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conceivably obtain. The aid extended by the act from the surplus
earnings of the strong roads consists merely of advances or loans,
except in so far as a better balanced opportunity yields larger earnings. Or else possibly a fairer administration of the division of
through rates may help. But the ·w eaker roads are encouraged
to seek shelter through affiliation. They are not taken care of by
any definite guaranty of earnings." (Italics ours) ( 63 I.C.C. at 476)
In its report on Consolicfotion of Railroads, 185 I.C.C. 403 (1932),
the Commission stated:
'' The primary purpose of consolidation, as we understand it, is to
effect, subject to certain requirements as to preservation of competition and of existing· routes, where practicable, an amalgamation between the ·weak and the strong roads so as to produce sys· tems which, while perhaps not as strong as some of the existing
properties, will be stronger than the ave:~·age of the weake_r roads
to be consolidated; and there is no conceivable way by which that
objective may be attained except by allocating· to the same system,
both strong and weak 'roads." (185 I.C.C. at 420-421) 17
The Commission in its administration of the consolidation provisions of the Act of 1920 (including· the provisions governing acquisition
of control ) has always recognized the fundamental policy of Congress
to amalgamate weak with strong lines to insure an adequate transportation system. IIIA Sharfman, The Interstate Commerce Commission,
432-433 (1935). In Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company Reorganization, 240 I.C.C. 57 (1940), the Commission said of the legislative policy of the Transportation Act:
"The underlying purpose ' of that-act is to group weak and strong
lines in such a manner that a strong national transportation system
will be created." (240 I.C.C. at 86)
In Nickel P late Unifica1tion, 105 I .C.C. 425, 449 (1926) , the Commission
stated that '' the union of the weak with the strong lines is one of the
ends which Congress apparently had most definitely in mind" in adopting the Transportation Act of 1920. To the same effect is New Yo rk
Central Unifica,tion, 150 I.C.C. 278, 321 (1929 ).
Section 408 of the Civil Aeronautics Act reflects the same Congressional policy. The Supreme Court, in McLean Trucking Co. v. United
States, 321 U. S. 67 (1944), dismissed the contention that Congress intended that a policy should be applied to motor carrier consolidations
different 'from that applicable to railroad consolidations. The Court
held that Congress had declared its policy "in terms which do not admit
~~ addition to the statement quoted in the text, individual· members of the Commission emphasized the same point. in separate opinions a_nnounced in connection with the consolidation plan. Mr. Eastman, m Consolidation of Railroads, 159 I. C. C. 522, 553 (1929) ,
said of the Congressional purpose :
"To st ate it still more briefly, the chief purpose was t o eliminate the 'weak sist ers '."
In an opinion written on the same occasion Mr. McManamy, in 1·eciting the Congressional
obj ectives, said:
"My conception of what Congress had in mind is . . . that weak lines should be· considered with stronger trunk lines, thus assuring continued life and usrfulness for the
weak lines . . . " ( 159 I. C. C. at 569)
And Mr . Porter, in his opinion, stated :
" In fact, one of the good results expected to be accomplished by consolidation is that
the strong roads will carry the weak ones and on the whole be able to maintain an ade quate system of transportation at the lowest possible level of rat es.'' ( 159- I. C. C. a t
583)

of nullification by reference to the varying conditions under which different types of carriers were brought within the statute's operation."
( 321 U. S. at 79) Pointing out that "the national transportation policy
is the product of a long history of trial and error by Congress in attempting to regulate the nation's transportation facilities beginning
with the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887" (id. at 80), Mr. Justice Rutledge observed that "the Transportation Act of 1920 marked a sharp
change in the policies and objectives embodied in those efforts.' 118 And
it is notable that, in ref erring to the various statutes which embody the
evolving transportation policy of the Congress, the opinion cites, among
others, the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. (Id. at 81)
The Board has recognized that Cong-ress drew upon its long· history
of transportation regulation in drafting the Civil Aeronautics Act of
1938 and that it considered the Act an expression of the national transportation policy. As the Board stated in Acquisition of Marquette by
TWA- Supplemental Opinion, 2 C.A.B. 409 (1940), Section 408(b)
of the Act should be interpreted in the same way as the Commission
interprets the comparable sections of the Interstate Commerce Act because:
'' Since the Acts . are parallel in their general scope, purpose and
terms, it is apparent that Congress intended that the Acts, each in
its own field, should have like interpretation, application, and effect. The reports of the Congressional Committee hearings held
prior to the ena_ctment of the Civil Aeronautics Act likewise indicat e an intent to provid§) the same general type of reg11lation for
air carriers as was then provided for railroads and motor carriers
and that it was desirable to pattern the Civil Aeronautics Act upon
such prior legislation in order to avoid confusion of interpretation,
since that legislation was not new or untried but embraced definite
policies built up over a period of years.'' ( 2 C.A.B. at 412,)
So under the Civil Aeronautics Act where a carrier which is submarginal and a carrier which is on the secure footing of American propose to combine, an opportunity is afforded to the Board which cannot
be lightly passed by. For reasons sufficient to it-the supreme law
maker-Congress has set its face firmly against compulsory consolidations, or any element of compulsion. Moreover the principle of the
Recapture Clause, originally motivated in part as an incentive to the
consolidation of the weak and strong, has long since proved utterly unfeasible ang was quickly eliminated from the pattern of transportation
legislation, so thaJ there r emains to attract the type of con solidation
desired by Congress only the administration of the voluntary consolidation pr ovisions themselves. This fact makes it even more important
than it might otherwise be that the oppor tunity to integrate the weakest
carrier in the industry with American should be availed of . That opportunity cannot be rejected unless one is prepared not only to find that ·
there are the most persuasive countervailing considerations but also to
accept as desirable that that weak carrier is to be carried indefinitely on
the subsidy rolls.
18

The Supreme Court declar ed in Unite d States v. Lowden, 308 U. S. 225, 232 (1939):

'' As a r esult of the enactment of the Transportation Act in 1920, consolidation of the
_ railroads of the CO'untry, in the interest of economy and efficienay, beca'llie an est a.blished national policy, and the eff ee;tive consolidation of the railroads in conformity to
the provisions of the Act and t o the plan of consolidation which the Commission was
directed to prepare became a matter of public interest .'' (Italics ours )
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of the country with areas on the present American system which play
a vital part in the production of air traffic-accounting, as we have seen,
for 40% of American's total traffic. (.Tr. p. 451) And
'

B. The union will promote the convenience of the travelling and
shipping public.
A second most important reason for accepting the opportunity
afforded here is that it will distinctly contribute to the convenience of
the travelling and shipping· public.
One of the most notable population movements during the last few
decades is that which bas occurred to southern California from the midwest, and particularly from Iowa. Indeed the Iowa Society in Southern
California has a membership of 250,000 to 300,000; the annual Iowa picnic in California draws about 100,000 former Iowans. (Des Moines
Exhibit) Likewise Los Angeles stands high on the list of those cities
with which the Twin Cities have a community of interest justifying onecarrier service. (Tr. p. 37) In fact the heavy flow between Kansas City
and Los Angeles demonstrates the large potential traffic between this
mid-western region and southern California in view of the similarity
between Kansas City and the other cities in that section. (Tr. pp. 449450)
The Sun Country of the southwest and the Lake Country of Iowa
and Minnesota have also a natural affinity which will make a one-carrier
link between them a significant convenience to the public. (AT p. 65)
The new connection which would be afforded between the MidContinent cities and Texas points and Mexico would also serve the
convenience of the public. The Board has already noted evidence of
the community of interest between these areas. Mid -Continent Airlines,
Inc., et al.-Twin Cities-St. Louis Operation, 2 C. A. B. 63, 68, 90, 92
(1940). Mr. Beard is also quite emphatic on this point (Tr. pp. 575-576)
which, indeed, can hardly be disputed.
The public convenience of the new links which will be afforded to
the southern part of the Mid-Continent route, notably New Orleans, ·is
also clear. New Orleans, the second port of the United States (Tr. p.
21), the fifteenth city in size in the United States and the largest city
in the south (Tr. p. 30), with a great program of port development (Tr.
p. 24) and with new expansion in the facilities of its steamship lines
(Tr. p. 23), its tourist attractions (Tr. p. 30), its popularity as a convention city (Tr. pp. 30-31), its steady growth as an air transport center, and its aggressive fostering of trade and travel through the newly
established International House (Tr. pp. 16, 22), already has a great
community of interest with the far west (Tr. pp. 21-22, 23, 33-34, 35)
which the integration would serve admirably.
These new and additional services19 will link important sections

'.' t~e characteristics of the Mid-Continent territory are such as to
md1cate that a very large proportion of the business which would
be developed to and from the Mid-Continent territory would be
destined to and from these western and southwestern areas of
American's routes." (Tr. p. 451)
American will also promote the public convenience most distinctly through the improved service it will provide between the
Mid-Continent cities themselves. Increased frequencies, skip stop
scheduling, necessary variety of equipment, sales and servicing efforts,
an aggressive program of development (AT pp. 66-69, 78-79)-without
any question American will provide means for the furthering of the
public convenience such as Mid-Continent never could. (Tr. pp. 151153, 310, 452, 460-462, 466-467, 469,474, 524-525) Moreover a necessarily
heavily subsidized carrier is unde.r certain very real disabilities, effectively preventing it from suffering present loss with hope of later
gain, which cannot but brake progress in the public service. See Mid-

Continent Airlines, Inc.,-Mail Rates for Routes Nos. 26 and 48, 3

19 That the provision of one-carrier . service instead of multip~e ca~·rier service i~ ~ desirable r esult of carrier unification is affirmed by Mr. McManamy m his separa~e. op1mon announced in Consolidation of Railroads, 159 I. C. C. 522 (1929). In summanzmg the Congressional purpose in providing for consolidations he said

'' . . . the public should ha~e the benefit of whatever increased efficiency and economy
might result from single instead of multiple line hauls." (159 I. C. C. at 569)
Mr. Porter's separate opinion in the same proceeding includes a quotation from the Message
of the President of December 23, 1929, relating to railroad consolidations in which the President said that one of the chief purposes of consolidation '' ' is to secure . . . single line
instead of multiple line hauls.' " (159 I. C. C. at 584)
In addition to the new services mentioned in the text, ce1-tain other new service will be
provided as indicated in Exs. A-29 and A-31. (See Ex. A-29, p. 1, n. 1. and 2; Ex. A-31,
p. 5) The TWA Exhibits (TWA-20 and TWA-21) which seek to minimize the amount of
new service which the integration will provide are misrepresenting. The misrepresentation
is illustrated by the Exhibits' treatment of the proposed service between New Orleans and
Los Angeles as an "additional" rather than a "new" service. (See Ex. TWA-20, p. 1,

,..._

C. A. B. 464,467,468, 470-474 (1942). (Cf. Tr. p. 474) Mid-Continent is
quite aware of that fact (Tr. p. 262) and finds little comfort in the
"guarantee" of subsidy. (Tr. p. 260)
-Nor is it a simple question of whether Mid-Continent has the
money to spend. It is a question rather of having the varied potential
travel and shipment to sell which will permit the necessary job of development to be done. (Tr. pp. 524-525) " ... there is no use trying to
spend the same amount of money selling breakfast food in New Mexico
as you do in New York City because you don't have the market." (Tr.
p. 525) For example a sales force in the Twin Cities which is also selling Texas, Mexico, southwest and southern California business can
do much more developmental work which will promote travel to Des
Moines and Kansas City as well, than can a sales force largely limited
-to selling· the Des Moines and Kansas City business. (Tr. p. 469)
Finally, we are entering upon an epoch when air freight will begin
to develop. Freight development on Mid-Continent's route independently operated will face serious dift!9ulties which the union with American will mitigate or remove. (AT pp. 60, 70-71) That the public
convenience will be served in this respect, for the reasons recited by Mr.
Rheinstrom (AT p. 71), ca~ hardly be gainsaid.
It is to be emphasized, too, that, while the Mid-Continent route has
been one of thin air traffic, the nature of the communities involved and
their existing and potential interests are such that the territory should
not be fated to a secondary and subordinate place in air transportation.
Cities like the Twin Cities, Omaha, Des Moines, Kansas City and New
Orleans merit an operation of the quality proposed by American in
terms of frequencies, equipment, sales efforts, facilities for passengers
and TW A-21, p. 2) Yet there 'i s no present one-carrier service of any sort between those
points, and the mileage via Texarkana or Tulsa is not greatly in excess of a direct line between them. Supra p. 11. Cross-examination of Mr. Stratton brought out the defect in
these Exhibits (Tr. pp. 631-633) and it is unnecessary to go through the Exhibits to point
out each such misrepresentation.
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and direct one carrier services. 20 The region is not a remote or thinly
populated section; it is the country's heart. (AT pp. 20, 52; Tr. p. 475)
For TWA to analogize Mid-Continent to a belt line railroad (see infra
p. 27) may describe Mid-Continent's operation but it misses the implication: the territory requires and should have something quite
different.

Furthermore American is opening a very large overhaul base in
Tulsa which will serve the needs of aircraft on the Mid-Continent
route most conveniently in the event of integration. This step is
taken independently of the proposal inv_olved in this proceeding but the
location of th.is plant is ideally suited to the needs of the merged systems. (AT pp. 16-17)
Similarly the flight training center being instituted by American
at Ardmore, Oklahoma, is a very important step which is eminently
suited to the requirements of the proposed integration. (AT p. 17)
Flight control can be handled conveniently. "\Vhile the northern
part of the Mid-Continent route will be served from an office in the
Twin Cities, the southern part will be handled by one of the control
points on the present American system. (AT p. 18)
And the present Mid-Continent stub to St. Louis will cease to be
a dead-end; not only will American's present ground facilities at St.
Louis be avnilable for that operation, but aircraft on that run can be
routed beyond St. Louis on the present American system, where desirable, instead of having to lay over -at St. Louis.
The lack of a coherent operational pattern in the unification of
Western and Inland, ·which led Mr. Lee to dissent in Western Airlines,
Inc., Acqiiisition of Inland Airlines, Inc., 4 C. A. B. 654 (1944), does not
at all appear in the integration proposed here. In his dissent, Mr.
Lee said:

0. The integration will result in fare and air mail rate reductions.
Not least in the public interest among the results of the integration
will be the reductions in rates, including the rate of air mail compensation.
Imn1ediate reductions in passenger fares, incident to bringing the
Mid-Continent rates into line with the level of the Americin system, will
average 13.7%-and running as high as 22.1 %-for the fares between
Mid-Continent points. (Ex. A-33; AT p. 68) Rate reductions to and
from off-line points will also result. (Ex. A-47; AT p. 68) Such reductions are of substantial public benefit. Moreover American, which has
taken the lead in reditcing rntes to the lowered levels now generally prevailing, can be looked to for fitrther reductions in the future. (AT p.
19; Tr. pp. 202-203) It can certainly offer more hope to the public of
initiating rate decreases than could Mid-Continent. (Tr. pp. 498-499)
Of equal importance is the very large saving which will be afforded
the government in lowered air mail compensation. American expects
that the Mid-Continent route, integrated with American's system, will
be provided with the rate of compensation applicable generally to its
system, and on the basis of the year ended September, 1945, this means
a saving to the government of nearly $800,000 annually. (AT p. 20) A
measure of such substantial economy to the government is in the public
interest now as perhaps never before.

D. The systems will form a logical operational pattern.

"Thus integration, or lack of it, affects the public interest from
certain specific standpoints. One of these is economy. The different routes of a carrier's system should be so related· as to meet
the requirements of a sound operating policy. Economical and
efficient operation require a properly related route system. Unless the different segments of the systems are connected by a substantial community of interest, maximum operational economies
are not attainable." ( 4 C. A.B. at 666)
• I'

From the standpoint of operations the Mid-Continent and American systems fit together very well.
It is striking that forty-five percent of the schedules proposed for
the merged system will operate to and from terminals on the present
American system: Los Angeles, Dallas/Fort Worth, Mexico City, and
Chicago. (AT p. 66) And no effort was made by any party to criticise
this pattern as not feasible or convenient. 21
2 0 "_In a truly competitive _indu_stry, t~ere ;¥ill almo~t always be a saving minority of
progressive leaders wh~, ?Y radica.l mnovations m oper~t10ns and bold r eductions in prices,
demo:nstrate to the maJonty that new peaks of prosperity for the entire industry lie in the
ci·eat10n of larger and more stable markets. . . . A vast expansion in the amount of service
provided, by new route exten~ions, by more frequent_ schedules, by the use of larger and
faster _Pla11;es, and by the_ offenn~ of new_ ~ypes_ of service,_ must be accomplished if air transpor~at10n is to occu9y its destu:_ied position i:n the national and international economy.',
Barnes, The Economic Role of Air Transportation, 11 Law and Contemporary Problems 431
448-9 (1946).
'
21 A suggestion by TWA that American was over-scheduling was the only barb thrust
at the schedule p~ttern. (E:r TWA-22; cf. T_r. p. 58,1) But compared tq, American's
over-all sc~edule :program for its_ present sys_tem m 1946 it has been conservative in its plan
for the Mid-Contment route whic~ necessan_ly c?ul~ not be placed into effect before 1947.
(T~. pp. 735-736)_ Moreover Amencan conceives its JOb as one of development and of anticipatmg and creatmg traffic-not as one of always waiting to provide for service after the
~ra~c ha~ appeared. (AT_ pp. 66_-67, 78-79; Tr. pp. 151-153) This is a basic tenet of American s philosophy. Cf. Mid-Continent Airlines, Inc.-Mail Rates for Routes Nos. 26 and 48
3 C. A. B. 464, 468 (1942). Mr. Beard is m?re timorous. (Tr. p. 581) If American i~
wr~ng _then some very fundame:nta: changes will have to be made in its conception of its
obligation to the Congress and m its attack upon the air transport prob1ems of the f t
(AT p. 78). See also Barnes, op cit. supra, 11 • 20.
u ure.

In the integration now proposed there is the substantial community
of interest between the Mid-Continent cities and large areas of the
American system which we have already discussed. But more than that
the routes as now laid out permit-indeed invite-a pattern of operation which is logical, feasible, and efficient.

E. The, integration will make possible substantial economies.

I

t

Often in carrier combination cases specific dollar estimates are
made as to particular economies which will be effected.
No such estimates were made in -this case. vVe have deliberately
refrained from doing so for two reasons:
In the first place, the industry is only now emerging from the
war. Additional equipment is being secured. Personnel are returning to add to the increased employees which both companies have accumulated during the war. Business will grow. Prices, and therefore
costs, ,are moving upward. These and other conditions related to the
war and its influences make dollar estimates of economies largely
meaningless.
In the second place American has no intention of conducting operations over the Mid-Continent route with smaller total expenditures
than have been made heretofore. On the contrary American proposes
to transform that route and the operation thereof in a way which will
I
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involve substantially greater expenditures than have been made by
Mid-Continent. Greatly increased schedules, new equipment, opening
of new offices, increased personnel are essential to the job which Ame1)can proposes to do. (AT pp. 66-68, 69; Tr. pp. 148-149) Expense is
contemplated which Mid-Continent, as an independent operation, could
not justify. (Tr. pp. 460-462, 473-475)
That there will be very large economies in the sense of increased
utilization of each dollar spent is apparent. 22
There will be the obvious economies in general overhead expense.
(AT p. 19)
Purchases for the combined system will increase the economies
from quantity and centralized purchasing affecting both operating; and
capital items. (Id.)
American's national advertising program will automatically redound to the benefit of the merged system. (Id.; Tr. p. 132)
Aircraft can and will be operated on longer flights than would be
possible on Mid-Continent's route alone, with better opportunity of
interchange and routing favorably , affecting equipment utilization (AT
p. 19); the location and n_ew importance of Tulsa are especially conducive to more efficient scheduling for the consolidated systems. (AT
p. 70)
American's offices in St. Louis, Tulsa, Joplin and Texarkana can
cover the merged operation. And American maintains an off:route
office in Minneapolis now. Furthermore American salesmen now must
cover such points as New Orleans and Kansas City. Finally the economy resulting from the ability of each office on both the present systems
to sell more service to more different places is apparent. (AT p. 70)
The new overhaul base at Tulsa will be markedly increased m
efficiency and economy. (AT p. 17)
So with the flight training center at Ardmore. (Id.)
Flight control will be handled on more economical basis in that
control points on the present American system will handle the southern ·
part of the Mid-Continent route. (AT p. 18)
Economies and increased efficiency in these respects are of great
importance to the, attainment of the service and the rates which are in
the public interest. As the ICC said in Associated Transport, Inc.Control and Consolidation-, 38 M. C. C. 137, 146 (1942):

a

'' Reduction in the cost of transportation service has been recog-nized by us in numerous decisions as being a matter affecting the
public interest. The Supreme Court in Texas v. United States,
292 U. S. 522, held that the words 'public interest' as used in section 5 have 'direct relation to adequacy of transportation service,
to its essential conditions of economy and efficiency, and to appropriate provision and best use of transportation facilities.' Among
other things, the act declares it to be the national transportation
policy of Congress 'to promote safe, adequate, economical, and
efficient service.' Reduction in the cost of transportation service
is properly reflected eventually either in lower rates than would
otherwise be applied, or in improvements in service, both of which
are in the public interest. ''
22 As the Board said in American Airlines, Inc., Control of American Export Airlines,
Inc., Docket No. 1346 (June 1, 1945) :

'' While no accurate forecast can b e made as to the economies which may be achieved,
it is obvious that they could be substantial and that their realization w0uld work toward
the development of a sound air transportation system."

JO

The Civil Aeronautics Act in Section 2(c), which is similar
to the provision of the Interstate Commerce Act referred to by the
ICC, declares that the Board shall consider as being in the public interest the "promotion of adequate, economical and efficient service
by air carriers at reasonable charges". And the Board in its opinions
has repeatedly recognized the prospect of reduction of the costs of
transportation as a result of a unification to be a vital consideration
in the public interest. Acq11,isition of Western Air Express by United
Air Lines, 1 C. A. A. 739, 744 (1'940); JiVien Alaska Airlines~ Acquisition-Mirow Air Service, 3 C. A. B. 207, 213 (1941); Marine AirwaysAlaska Air Trnnsport Consolidation, 3 C. A. B. 315, 317, 319 ( 1942·) ;
Acquisition of Mayflower Airlines by Northeast Air Lines, 4 C. A. B.
680, 683 ( 1944). 23

F. The integration will benefit the employees of the Mid-Continent
system.
The benefit to the Mid-Continent employees of becoming a part of
the expanding American organization is manifest. Certainly there will
he no shrinkage in the present Mid-Continent personnel. (Tr. p. 149)
With transfers from present locations to be avoided so far as practicable (AT p. 14; Tr. pp. 156, 210-212) and with the purpose to recognize seniority recognized by Mid-Continent (AT p. 14; Tr. pp. 149-150,
176-177), there is no reason to anticipate anything but clear gain for
them. It is, of course, recognized that the Railway Labor Act requires
collective bargaining and that working conditions are subjeot to agreements reached with the representatives of the majority of employee _
crafts or classes. (AT p. 15)
So far as the point n:;_ade on behalf of the United Automobile Workers ( CIO) is concerned, the jurisdictional dispute among American's
mechanics can interpose no reason for disapproving the integration.
Tha~ dispute is not of American's making. In fact it was another CIO
unio~ which invoked the services of the National Mediation Board and
asked for the election of a new union representative. (Ex. A-49, p. 2)
That no union received a majority approval in the balloting (id., p. 3),
and that therefore the National Mediation Board has advised American
that it cannot certify a union representative ( id., p. 4), does not mean
that American "refuses to acknowledge" union representation and
agreement as Mr. Nolan alleged. (Tr . p. 703) Mr. Nolan, of course,
wants his union recognized as the mechanics' representative. But how
this can properly be done at this time, with Mr. Nolan's union having
just come out a very low third in the employees' election (Ex. A-49,
p. 3), is hard to understand.
_ American's excellent record of employee relationshj.ps, and its
unfailing and wi'1ling compliance with the Railway Labor Act (cf. Tr.
p. 179), cannot be denied. Moreover it is not inexperienced in welding
23 ' ' The developmental stage of air trnnsportation has a further significance.
In this
stage, it is of first importance to keep overhead cost~, including the costs of co~pliance ~th
public regulations at the lowest fi gure consonant with safe and adequate service. The size
of the market whi~h air transportation can serve is limited by the level of charges imposed by
contemporary conditions_ of cost. . The large volume _operations, w_hich a_re ~ssential both to
give stability and security to the mdustry and capacity to fulfill its obhgat10ns to the public can be achieved only if pr~gressive rate reductions are possible. Thus the industry's
rate of growth will be dependent upon the ability to keep costs as low as possible. One t est

of the proper governmental policy toward air transportation _is the contribu_tion wMich suchi
a policy can malce to the achievement of lower costs and lower rates." (Italics ours) Ryan,
Economic Regulation of Air Commerce by the States, 31 Va. Law Rev. 479, 512 (1945).
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together different organizations on a satisfactory basis. (AT p. 14;
Tr. p. 149) The merger proposed will undoubtedly be accomplished
with fairness and berre:fit to the employees involved. Indeed it is the
benefit to the personnel of the company which is one of the _principal
reasons for Mr. Zock's conclusion that he "can't imagine a better
merger possible than this one, for Mid-Continent." (Tr. p. 383; see
also p. 388) 24

tion will substantially contribute to the improvement of those relationships.

G. The integration will not suppress competition.
The integration will not diminish competition. On the contrary it
will provide new one-carrier competition between several points where
there is presently only two-carrier competition.

H. The integration will not result in an operation of unwieldy size.
The integration will not make American too big to manage efficiently. In fact the addition of Mid-Continent increases American's
percentage relationship to the industry-on the basis of the :fiscal year
ending 1945-by an infinitesimal amount. The percentage increase, as
revealed by Exhibit A-45, is one point or less for each significant index
except in revenue plane miles, and for that index there is an increase
by one and four-tenths points. 25
Furthermore American, with the addition of Mid-Continent, would
remain a small enterprise. (AT pp. 9-10) When compared with other
similar enterprises, and wit1J industry at large, even including 51.4%
of American Overseas, American is dwarfed. (Exs. A-37 and A-38; see
in particular pp. 2-3 of Ex. A-38) As Mr. Smith put it, there are drug
store enterprises larger than American. (Tr. p. 123)

I. The integration will contribute to sound inter-carrier relationships.
Thus far we have been considering the integration from the standpoint of service to the public and from the standpoint of the two companies concerned.
The principal objections to the integration advanced at the hearing related to its possible effect upon the relations between the carriers. These objections are unfounded. On the contrary the integra24 Even were there to be some minor detriment to employees, which there is no reason
to anticipate, it would be offset by their ultimate gain. As the ICC remarked in Associated
Transport, Inc.-Control and Consolidation, 38 M. C. C. 137, 146-147 (1942), "Any minor
detriment to employees would be offset by the advantages which indirectly would accrue to
them from the lower operating costs and greater stability of applicant as compared with the
respective carriers involved.'' _
,
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The increase in percentage points is as follows:
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

Assets
Passenger Revenue
Express and Freight Revenue
Revenue Plane Miles
Revenue Passenger Miles
Mail Ton Miles
Express and Freight Ton Miles

1.0
1.0

0.2
1.4

0.9
0.4

0.2

Exhibit A-45 gives the increase in percentage of total mail revenue without adjustment for
the lower mail rate which would prevail for the Mid-Continent route as part of the American
system. With that adjustment the irlcrease would be by only 0.7 of a percentage point.
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1. The integrated operation will improve the Mid-Continent route as
connecting route.

It was argued at the hearing that the Mid-Continent route is a connecting route. United has, in fact, emphasized that it is one of the
principal connecting routes, if not the principal one, in the whole air
transport network. (Ex. U-2) General ·Wilson likened it to a belt
line railroad. (Tr. p. 647)
We have already pointed out that the nature of Mid-Continent
as a connecting carrier is one of its serious weaknesses. Supra p. 6.
But does it nonetheless contribute to the health of the air transport
system to have such a connecting carrier independently owned and
operated 1
General Wilson and Mr. Crary believe that such a carrier should
be a "neutral" carrier. (Tr. pp. 674, 664) It is easy to state this
principle in the abstract. But as soon as one gets beyond the abstrac- tion the theory begins to disintegrate and :finally becomes untenable as
a practical working proposition.
In the ~:first place the very vigor with which other carriers are
attempting to reach beyond the connecting point af-foTded by Mid-Continent, see siipra, p. 10, belies tbe theory. And Mr. Crary's own
company is one of those wbich is most earnest in its aspirations to be
free of use of Mid-Continent as a connector.
In the second place the theory itself has failed to :find allegiance
in the evolving decisions of the Board since the Act was adopted.
Except possibly for Mid-Continent there is not a single carrier in the
coimtry the present roiite of which fits that theory. Instead of independent north-south lines forming a national grid with the east-west
trunks being fed thereby the system has been evolved quite differently.
There was probably a time in the industry's infancy when it was
conceived that it would be well to have a limited number of transcontinental trunks with independently owned, small north-south carriers cutting across those routes as "feeders". But those were days
of very thin flows, over-all; at that time a line from Chicago to New
Orleans, for example, could be thought of as a mere "feeder". That
day has long passed, and the Board-with practical realism-has progressed far beyond that patte:m of thought. General ,1/ilson 's description of a line frorr1 Canada to the Gulf as like a belt line railroad is a
throw-back to a type of thought which is as out of date in the present _
air transport picture as the Lockheed Electra. -Every smaller carr-ier
is striving-and perfectly understandably-to attain a status where it
is developing and relying upon independent traffic flows. And, the
Board has responded to this aim to an extraordinary degree. PCAonce thought of as a "connecting" carrier-bas exte.n ded its roots over
a large share of the eastern half of the United States and its thirst
is not quenched. Northwest has leaped from a "neutral" connector
to an independent transcontinental. Delta has grown lustily in four
directions. National has been utterly transformed. Braniff and Continental have been spread out widely. Western, once the model of
General Wilson's antiquated theory, already eyes Chicago and doubtless does not avert its gaze at the shores of Lake Michigan. Chicago

,,
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& Southern has a powerful X between vital sections of the country.
Even Colonial can hardly be fitted into that (old mold which General
Wilson has resurrected from pre-1934 days.
Mid-Continent remains the anomaly in the industry.

American has had an unusually great experience in meeting and solving
the problem of affording good connecting service. (Tr. pp. 469-470)
'' ... if a carrier operates aircraft in schedules, each schedule of
which must make connections all the way along· the line from
Minneapolis to Kansas City and Tulsa and so on, and at the sametime provide a salable through service between Minneapolis and
Los Angeles, either by connection or otherwise, then it is difficult
to do a good job of both, and I don't believe it is possible to do
a good job of both under those circumstances. It is impossible
to have a through, fast service while at the same time we have a
slow connecting service which has to stop at many places.

Furthermore it is a striking fact that the ICC consolidation pfo11
for the railroads reflected no such pattern as General TVilson espoiises.
Indeed, in Mr. McManamy's concurring· opinion in Consolidation of
Railroads, 159 I.C.C. 522 (1929), he listed as the very first point among
those Congress had in mind in providing for consolidations a consideration flatly inconsistent with General Wilson's theory. He said:
"My conception of what Congress had in mind is, first, that
short lines should be changed from independent separate lines of
railroad into branches of trunk-line systems thereby providing
necessary e'quipment, facilities, and funds to assure continued
operation of these very important and necessary parts of the
transportation machine ... " (159 I.C.C. at 569)
In the third place the union of Mid-Contine1;.t with American does
1wt disrupt the function of the Mid-Continent route as a connecting
route. As American's, no less than as Mid-Continent's, that route
will be a "neutral" connector for points east with respect to TWA,
United, Eastern and others. So too with respect to traffic between
St. Louis and others of the upper Mid-Continent points and the west
and northwest, and with respect to traffic between the southern part of
the Mid-Continent route and the northwest and Mountain States.
Furthermore American will have the same incentive as Mid-Continent
to participate in two-carrier routings competitive with present onecarrier routings to and from Mid-Continent points.
In fact the allegedly ill effects of making the operator of the MidContinent route an "interested" rather than a "neutral" carrier are,
as a practical matter, confined to the traffic from points north of Kansas
City destined for southern California or Texas and Mexico. With respect to all such traffic Mid-Continent, with improved connections with
American at Tulsa and Texarkana, would have an interest in hauling
to American anyway. And so far as the traffic to southern California
is concerned, American, with the integration, would have the longer
route so that its competitors would not be left without appealing advantages. So far as the traffic to Texas- is concerned, the situation
hardly fits into the grid pattern of north-south feeders and east-west
trunks to which General Wilson would hark back. 26
In the fourth place there is every reason to believe that American
will be a far more suitable connecting carrier than ]\{id-Continent.
(Tr. p. 122) American will be able greatly to increase frequencies,
and to ·vary their character. It will therefore more successfully care
for the interests of the connecting business-which, with Mid-Continent,
would have to rely on few frequencies dictated in large measure by the
often conflicting decisions of the long haul connecting operators; and
American will be able to adjust to differing connections more readily
because of the greater elasticity, afforded by its increased frequencies.
Mr. Rheinstrom made" this point clear during his cross-examination
and there was no effort to refute it. (Tr. pp. 469-473) , Furthermore
26 We have already discussed the likelihood that the Texas traffic, even without the
integration, would flow to American in major part in the future. Supra, p. 12, n. 15, and p. 14.

"Now American and Mid-Continent together having the support both of the large volume of through traffic which this integration will generate, and also the opportunity to develop local traffic
and to make connections, can do so on different schedules, and thus
the integration actually makes the connecting problem simpler,
and easy of solution . . . the greater the variety of the service
which can be justified and operated profitably over a route, the
greater the opportunity there is for doing all of the things which
need to be done without one penalizing the other ... Mid-Continent '
has not been in a position to provide both a throug·h and a connecting service without one penalizing the other." (Tr. pp. 420-421)
Thus the ''neutral'' connector theory breaks down completely when
held up to examination in the light of the actual evolution of the industry and the practical facts presented here. The theory-as we
have said-is an easy one to formulate in an abstract way; but it bears
little relation to the facts of life. And there is probably not a single
carrier in the country today which would seriously adhere to it were
it to be proposed as a basis for reorganizing the air transport system.
2. The integration will facilitate the further solution of the socalled "small ca,rrier" problem.

The argument chiefly urged against the integration is that American is big in relation to most of the carriers, that the integration will
widen this disparity in size, and that American will unduly "dominate"
other carriers. This argument is presented against the background of
expressions in Board opinions respecting· the need for developing the
weaker carriers.
The need for developing the weaker carriers-if that need existsis a most compelling reason for approving the proposed integration.
(a) The mere size of American as augmented by the integration
is not objectionable.

7

The additicm of Mid-Continent's business to American does -not
make any significant change in American's relationship to the rest of
the industry, as we have seen. Supra, p. 26. And if American sue- •·
reeds in the program of creating new business and in the development
of this route from its present backward state, that addition to American's size can hurt no one-it can only help everyone.
Furthermore mere size has never been regarded as contrary to
the public interest. The ICC has so held in these words:
'' The large size of a motor carrier which would result from a
unification alone does not constitute sufficient ground for denial of
an application . . . the mere size of the consolidated company
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overcome them. (AT pp. 75-78) Mr. Zock's apprehensions as to a
merger with another small carrier are well founded in view of the
defects in that route. (AT p. 32; Tr. p. 393)

should [not], of itself, be sufficient to warrant denial.'' Associaled
Transport, Inc.-Control cvnd Consolidation, 38 M. C. C. 137, 162
(1942).

(b) The integration will not permit "domination" of atny carrier

And the Board has adopted the same principle.

by American.

''Size alone cannot be said to be the determining factor''
the Board has said, in determining whether a unification is contrary
to the need for a balanced system. Acqiiisition of Western Air Express
by United Air Lines, 1 C. A. A. 739, 750 (1940). 27
Even in seeking the abstract ideal contemplated by the provision
for a consolidation plan in the Transportation Act of 1920, which explicitly called for consolidation of the railroads into '' a limited number
of systems," the ICC found neither mere size objectionable nor inequality in size wrong. Thus Mr. Eastman countered what he described
as the propaganda that the rival systems should be "of equal size"
with the following very pertinent statement:
'' To my mind this propaganda rests upon a premise which is
wholly unsupported by proof. ,Vhat evidence is there that it is
necessary for a system to be as large as another in order to compete
effectively with it 1 I submit that not only has there been no such
proof but the evidence points distinctly the other way. If the
proposition were sound, how would it be possible for the Baltimore
& Ohio, the vVabash, the present Nickel Plate, the Lackawanna, and
the Lehigh Valley, among others which might be named, to live
and prosped Yet we know that they have done so, and upon the
same level of comp etitive rates. In our working papers in this
proceeding we have statistics showing average rates of return for
the three years ended December 31, 1927, upon our basic valuations
brought up to date by net additions and betterments since valuation date. The results were as follows:
Pennsylvania ........... .4.77
New York Central ...... .4.96
Central of New Jersey .... 5.08
Lehigh Valley ........... 5.15
D., L. & W ............... 6.22
Consolidation of Railroads, 159 I.

Baltimore & Ohio ....... 6.36
Wabash ............... 6.7,2
Western Maryland ..... 6.75
Reading· ............... 7.70
Nickel Plate ............ 7.73"
C. C. 52·2, 558 (1929).

It is important that, in building for the future of air transportation, we do not let phrases victimize us. ' On the one hand TWA, in
case after case, has founded argument on a count of the noses served
by United and American, as though there were some self-evident need
that all carriers serve an equal mass of population. On the other hand
a number of the smaller carriers have stressed the expanse and the
resources of the so-called Big Four, as though the Act called for a
process of levelling for its own sake. Such argument, by mere repetition, gathers a certain force. Mr. Eastman's reply to a ~imilar argument bears attention.
As a matter of fact, in this case American's size and resources are
facts which are to be counted in favor of the integration. The difficulties with the Mid-Continent route, and the obstacles to its development,
are such that the resources of a carrier like American are needed to
27 Not even· the strict prohibitions of the antitrust laws condemn size as such.
United
States v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U. S. 417, 451 (1920); United States v. International
Harvester Co., 274 U. S. 693, 708 (1927); United States v. Swift q- Co., 286 U. S. 106, 116
(1932).
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The charge is made that American will ''dominate'' other carriers.
We are concerned here with the effect of the integration of American and Mid-Continent. We are not concerned with the fact that American serves Boston or Detroit and Braniff does not. Nor are we concerned with the fact that in 1941 Br.a niff with less convenient scheduling
in competition with American between Chicago and Dallas/Fort vVorth
(including a long layover time on the service to Fort Worth) secured
substantially less of the business than did American between those
points. (Tr. pp. 733-734) What concerns us in this case is the specific
effect of the integration.
What carrier can possibly suffer "domination" by American as a
result of the integration 1
vVestern has presented some lines on a map which deal with hypothetical "hidden possibilities." (Ex. W-8) What it fears can properly be _dealt with by the Board if any such "possibilities" are ever
presented. The Board is dealing with fact, not fancy. (Tr. pp. 19'9- ·
200)
Chicago and Southern has drawn a "domination" map of the
Mississippi Valley. (Ex. C&S-2) Bid, significantly, it has tendered
no proof wha.tsoever to show that the integration will affect it in any
substantial way. In fact, Chicago and Southern will probably gain
very considerably from the increased connecting business which American will generate.
Delta, sticking closer to the point, has not alleged "domination".
It has asserted that a portion of its traffic on its leg from Fort
Worth/Dallas to New Orleans will be diverted. Siipra pp. 12-13. But
there can be no contention that thus American would come to "dominate" Delta.
So finally we come to Braniff. The effect of the integration upon
Braniff is to transform two-carrier competition between Kansas City
and Oklahoma City to one-carrier competition. We have already dealt
with its argument that it will suffer diversion of traffic. Supra pp. 13=15.
But is there something in American's situation-arising· frbm its sizethat peculiarly subjects Braniff to "domination'' as a result of the
integration 1
The only respect in which American's present extent will give it
some advantage over Braniff in the integrated operation, is in the case
of traffic originating at or destined to certain points west of Dallas;/Fo;t
Worth. And that advantage is not substantially different from the
disadvantages under which Braniff would labor, were the integration
not to occur, in competition with TWA, United, Continental, Western
and American with respect to such traffic going to or from Mid-Continent points. In other words, even without the integration, Braniff
in the future would be under serious handicaps in seeking the west of
Dallas/Fort Worth business to or from the Mid-Continent points. The
fact that this integration happens to be with American can make but
little difference to Braniff so far as that business is concerned.
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As to the rest of the business affected by the integration, American's present extent gives it no advantage over Braniff. The only part
of American's present system which can bear on the problem is that
in Texas and Mexico. And there Braniff is as advantageously situated
as American-in fact Mr. Beard thinks that Braniff is more advantageously situated in Texas. (Tr. p. 581)
Braniff's "domination" argument was epitomized by Mr. Braniff
in his contention that American would become a monopoly in the Central Plains area. ( Tr. p. 537) But there is nothing in American's size
or route pattern which would make it any nearer a monopoly in this
area than Braniff would be if Braniff and Mid-Continent were merged.
The number of principal traffic generating points served. by American
throughout the country-so emphasized by Braniff ( cf. Ex. B-8; B-9;
B-10; B-11) has absolutely nothing to do with the effect of this integration upon Bra.niff save only with respect to the west of Dallas/
Fort Worth traffic.
It is of more than passing interest to observe the short shrift
made, by the ICC, of an argument exactly like the "domination" argument advanced here. The case was one where the consequences of a
proposed unification were infinitely graver, in terms of creating inequality in size among competing carriers, than any possible consequences from the integration of American and Mid-Continent. The
argument made was summarized by the ICC thus:

smaller carriers; and if it is to grow it must feed on their territory.
Such growth will not simplify the '' small carrier'' problem. It will
only complicate it.
In the second place - and perhaps more important - Mid-Contiuent 's route lies in a territory wherein numerous of the smaller carriers clamor for entry. Every response to this clamor is bound to
have seriously adverse effects upon Mid-Continent, both with respect
io its present routes and with respect to routes to which it might reasonably aspire.
The point was made quite aptly twice during the hearing.
Mr. Braniff told of Braniff's efforts to extend to the Twin Cities.
They failed because of the adverse effect upon Mid-Continent which such
an extension would cause. (Tr. pp. 529-530) And Mr. Woolman told of
pelta 's efforts to extend to Kansas City in the case in which the New
Orleans extension was awarded to Mid-Continent. Delta failed, according to Mr. Woolman, because Mid-Continent 's need · for strength was
greater. (Tr. pp. 610-611)
If the integration is approved there will be no question, in future
new route cases, of the existing carrier's ability to survive. If the
public convenience and necessity require that Continental or Western
or Braniff or Delta or Chicago and Southern extend to or between certain of the cities of the Mid-Continent territory that question can be
dealt with 011 its merits and without having· to cast into the balance
with the cities' interests in improved transportation the extraneous
issue now always present: how can Mid-Continent survive1
In this connection it ,is to be observed that this is not a new route
case. It is not, as in the Grea.t Lakes to Florida Ca,se, a · question
whether American is to receive a ne~ route into a territory distant
from its existing operations in preference to another carrier, such
as Delta. The question ratber is, shall American be substituted on
an existing route for a carrier which cannot stand without heavy subsidy, the protection of which requires a neg·ative attitude toward the
expansion of other carriers~ If that substitution is made American,
withou,t a,ny doubt, will be able to develop the latent potential of that
territory far beyond Mid-Continent's capacity and so will promote~
instead of, bar, the possible expcmsion of others.

"It seems that protestants are more apprehensive as to the
possible indirect effect of the consolidation upon remaining competing operators than the direct elimination of competition between the carriers involved. They allege that the consolidation
would bring into being the largest common carrier of property by
motor vehicle in the United States, which appears to be true at
least from the standpoint of revenues, and contend in effect that
applicant, bec,ause of its extensive route coverage ~nd large' total
revenues, would be so dominant in the territory that it would
smother co:µipetition of remaining· independent motor ·carriers."
Associated Transport, Inc.-Control and Consolidation, -38 M. C. C.
137, 161 (1942)

The ICC gave the argument an abrupt answer:
'' Experience has not demonstrated that such results would be
likely to follow." (38 M. C. C. at 161)
(c) Th e integration will open new opportunity to the smaller1

carriers.
We turn now to the question of the positive contribution which
will be made by this integration to the solution of the '' small carrier''
problem-if there is such a problem.
There is a very positive contribution which is two-fold.
In the first place the integration removes one of the weakest carriers. If that carrier remains independent the Board for years to
come will be plagued with the question of how to build it to a point
where it can attain economic indepenctence. The carrier is so situated
that its strengthening must come largely at great expense to Braniff,
Delta, and Chicago and Southern. Mid-Continent's location-a historical accident stemming from an illogical air mail contract bidding
system-has left it jammed between and across these three of the

VI. THE FINANCIAL T'ERMS OF THE PROPOSED EXCHANGE
OF ST'OCK ARE NOT CONTRARY TO THE PUBLIC INTEREST.
"It is the duty of the Board to· determine that the consideration,
terms and conditions of such acquisition will not be adverse to the
public interest." Acquisition of Marquette by TW 4, 2 C. A. B. 1, 10
(_1940 ). The Board ha,s three questions to resolve: ( 1) The reasonableness of the terms as they relate to the Mid-Continent stockholders,
particularly the treatment of minorities. (2) The effect of the resulting financial structure upon the exercise of control
the unified
system. (3) The propriety of the consideration from the standpoint
of the burden placed upon American. 28
Certainly no problem arises in connection with the first and
second ques,t ions.

or
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Cf. IIIA Sharfman, The Interstate Commerce Commission, 466-472 (1935).
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Frequently contested in carrier combination cases is the treatment
of minority stockholders of the carrier being absorbed. Here there
can be no suggestion that any minority interest i.s being dealt with
unfairly and no minority interest protested in the proceeding. 29 American has, indeed, leaned over backward to be absolutely fair by providing for an exchange of stock as the first step and by making that
offer open to every Mid-Continent stockholder on equal terms. 30 No
interest is being given any pref erred position or any favor or '' rake
off'' on the side by payment of commission, promise of office, or otherwise.31 Nor is this a case involving dealings between corporations
under common control, or with interlocking directorates, where a plan
fails to provide for hapless minority interests, such as was the situation in Proposed Unificatio_n of Southwestern Lines, 124 I. C. C.
401 (1927). .
Nor is there here any question of the possible rnisuse of power by
a small inside group, such as was also present in the Southwestern
Lines ease where a group with a small financial interest would have
been able, by reason of their ownership of the voting stock, to control
a company with enormous assets. 124 I. C. C. at 43'8-9. This is no
building of a financial pyramid for a group of insiders, but a straightforward business arrangement. Nor is this a project carried forward
by promoters or banking houses or with the use of holding company
devices such as merited the disapproval of the ICC in the first Associated Transport case. 32 In that case the ICC said:
"In a project carried forward by promoters and bankers, the restraining influence of a person spending his own money is not
present." (36 M.C.C. at 90)
The only remaining question is the propriety of the stock exchange
from the standpo·int of the burden placed upon American. The public
interest in this question is limited to the prevention of depletion or
waste of the acquiring airline's assets with the resulting imposition
of financial burden upon the public or of obstacles to the improvement
of the service. 33 The controlling principles ,vere stated by the Board
in its opinion in Acquisi.tion of Marquette by TW A-Siipplemental
Opinion, 2 C. A. B. 409, 415 (1940):
'' The public interest in the purchase price involved in a trans£er such as that here before us, rests upon the fact that an extrava29 The ICC in St. Louis Soiithwestern Railway Co. Control, 180 I. C. C. 175, 186
(1932), observed of an offer of exchange of stock ma de to minority stockholders that '' From
the action of the holders of a substantial majority of the minority stock it is apparent that
the offer of the applicant is considered fail' under all the circumstances.'' Mr. Zock testified
that, excluding stockholders he represented, of the replies received from '' minority stockholders" of Mid-Continent, 97 per cent were favorable. (Tr. p. 225)
30 The ICC in the ra ilroad cases has "recogni zed as e;,idence of fair dealing" the
applicant's willingness to hold its offer open to the minority interests on the same terms as
those accepted by the majority. IIIA Sharfman, The Interstate Commerce Commission, 470
(1935); see also Simpson, The Interstate Commerce Commission and Ra.ilroad Consolidation,
43 HARV. L. REv. 192, 228-232 (1929).
31 The definitive agreement expresses the entire arrangement. There are ho collateral
understandings, express or implied, of any nature. (AT pp. 13, 44-45; Tr. pp. 416-417).
There is not even an agreement among the Ryan interests for concert of action as American
stockholders. (Tr. p. 339)
32 Transport Company-Control--Arrow Carrier Corp., 36 M. C. C. 61 (1940).
·
33 Acquisition of Marqiiette by TWA-Supplemental Opi:nion, 2 C. A. B. 409 · (1940) •
W_ien flaslca Airli7,es, Acquisition of ~irow Air Service, 3 C. A. B. 207 (1941); W~stl!'r~
Air Lines-Acquisition of Inland Airlines, Inc., 4 C. A. B. 654 (1944); American Airlines
Inc., Control of American Export Airlines, Inc., Docket 1346 (June 1, 1945).
'
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gant and unreasonable price .!nay result in a ~epleti_o:1- and wast_e
of the purchaser's assets, with. the res~ltant_ imposition of ad~itional oblio·ations upo-n the public or an unpaument of the service
now beingb rendered to the public by TWA.''
Obviously in a case involving only an exchange of stock the considerations are very different from those affecting an acquisition of
stock or assets for cash. This difference was emphasized by the ICC
in New England Greyhoiind Lines, Inc.-Purchase-New England, 15
M. C. C. 536, 541 (1938):
'' As above indicated, the transfer of the propertie_s will _be
accomplished without the payment of _any cash, a?-d with no ~ncrease in debt except for the assumption by applicant of_ equipment notes of vendors amounting only to $56,391. Otherwise pay- ,
ment will be made in no-par comnion sto?k, which mea1!'s no rnore
than that vendors will have an opportivnity to share with the co~poration, the other holder of cornrnon stock, any profits that applicant rnay earn." (Italics ours)
See also Greyhou,ncl Corporation-Purchase-Old Colony Coach Lines,
Inc., 15 M. C. C. 553, 557 (1938). In some cases the ICC has appr?~ed
an acquisition of assets or stock of mot~r carriers only on_ condition
that the applicant arrange for the financmg of the transactwn by the
issuance of stock instead of paying cash or incurring debt obligations.
Cincinnati, N. ,& C. Ry. Co.-Control-Black Diamond Stages, 15
IvI. C. C. 644 (1939); Phoenix Blue Dianwnd Express, 37 M. C. C. 25
(1941).
.
.
Clearly American is not burdening itself by the offer m qu~stio~.
The very absence o-f any protest from America~ s~ockholders is fair
proof that no such burden is imposed. There is mvo:ved only the
issuance of common stock within limits already authonzed by Ame:ican 's charter. No indebtedness or other form of fixed charge 1s
incurred. Nor is there any payment of cash, so there is no question of
draining off needed resources. No_r ca1: it be seriously contende~ th~t
the stock issuance will in any way impau the soundness of American s
:financial structure.
This is enouo·h to satisfy the public interest standard of the Act.
b
• 34
'th t
Where, as here, there was clearly an arm's length -bargam "!'i ou
special favors, the law is not concerned with whether exact equivalents
are to be exchanged.
.
,
The Commission, in the leading case of Control of Big ~our by
New York Central, 72 I . C. C. 96 (1922), set forth the controllmg considerations where the transaction is between a carrier and i~dividuals
who are dealing with the carrier at arm's length. It said:
"In passing upon an application by a carrier for _authority to
acquire control of another carrier by the purchase _o-f i~s stock,_ we
are called upon to consider whethe_r the transaction _is ~ne 1:1-to
which the applicant should be permitted to ente_r, havmg ~n mmd
the terms and conditions of the proposed barg?'m and thei~ eff~ct
upon the ability of the ~arrier to se~·ve the public. _We n~ay i3:1~uire
whether the consideration to be paid by the ap_phcant is fan and
reasonable, to the end that the a:ssets of_ th~ appl1:~?,nt be not wast~d
or its credit impaired so as to Jeopardize its abwity to p·e rf arm its
34 In the railroad cases before the ICC, '' where the dealings were consummated at
arm's length there was no disposition to question the prnposed te1·ms, ... '' IIIA Sharfman,
The Interstate Commerce Commission, 468 ( 1935).
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perty valuatio·ns determined under _section 19a; whi~e excessiv_e
rentals and unduly high prices contributed to the demal of applications for acquisitions of control through lease or stock ownership, the guiding standard was not _the valu~ of the property for
rate-making purposes, but rather, in most instances, the market
value to the lessee of the facilities acquired, or some reasonable
approximation to the market value of the securities purchased. In
this way, by recognizing that voluntary combina!ions c1:1-n be _effectuated only by flexible adherence to a commercial basis of mterchange o·f rights, the Commission facilitated acquisitions of control which appeared, on the whole, to promise public advantage.' 1
(Italics ours) IIIA Sharfman, The Interstate Commerce Commission, 466-468 (1935). See also Simpson, The Interstate Commerce
Commission and. Railroad Consolidation, 43 HARV. L. REv. 192,
229 (1929).

public funotions. In a case involving dealings between two. c':n·po-rations under common control, we may even, perhaps, s_cr1:tmi~e
the proposed transaction to dete~mine 'Yhet~1~r the bargam is fair
from the standpoint of protestmg nnnonties. But where ~he
transaction is between a carrier and individuals who are dealmg
with the carrier at arm's length and are presum~bly capable _of
determining their own best interests, we do not thmk that the _mterstate commerce act requires us to do mo_re _than to dete_rmi1;e
whether the transaction will be in the pubhc mterest, havmg m
mind as above indicated, the consideration to be paid by the carrier ~nd the terms and conditions of the transaction. So here, we
are not called upon to decide any question as betwen the applicant
and stockholder s of the Big Four, except whether the former may,
consis~en-tly with its obligations to the public, pay_ t~1e price proposed to be paid to such of the latter as may be willmg to sell at
that price." (Italics ours) (72 I. C. C. at 97-98)

This view that approximation to market price demonstrates that
the consideration is reasonable stems not only from a recognition that
market price is the minimum a willing seller would accept but also from
the view that the market price of stock is a public estimate· of the com~
mercial value of an enterprise. Kansas City Southern Ry. Co., 84
I. C. C. 113, 129 (1924). Moreover it is the value to the acquirvng carrier which is the significant element.
With these considerations in mind, the facts bearing on the four
to one ratio agTeed to in the present case amply justify it as an exercise
of managerial judgment.
American opened negotiations after previous studies of MidContinent had been reviewed and brought up to date. (AT p. 5) Its
management was persuaded that the route was such that it could be
advantageously developed as a part of the American system. (AT
pp. 5-7)
The negotiations reflected arm's length bargaining in every sense,
with a series of offers being made accompa.n ied by an exchange of data
respecting the companies. (AT pp. 11-12, 33-34) Throughout Mr.
Zock insisted that some premium to Mid-Continent stockholders over
the market ratios was warranted both as an incentive to them all to
accept, and in view of the fact that a block of stock carrying control
was involved. (AT pp. 12, 34) It was made clear by Mr. Zock from the
outset that he would accept no less favorable a ratio than four to one.
(AT p. 34)
From American's point o.f view it was eminently desirable to make
an arrangement which would meet' with ready acceptance by all, or
substantially all, the Mid-Continent stockholders. 36
During the negotiations American could not, of course, anticipate
what mig,ht be the reaction among all the Mid-Continent stockholders.
There are hundreds of them, and Mr. Zock could commit only Col. Ryan

Therefore, all criteria of public interest which the ICC and Board
have established are satisfied. However, over and above all this it is
clear that the ratio of exchange is reasonable, and agreed to by American in full realization of its responsibilities.
In cases where the value of interests or properties acquired has
been examined in order to determine whether a payment is likely to
impair the acquiring carrier's resources, there has been considerable
discussion of the ''value'' which is in question. Obviously a valuation
for capitalization, taxation or rate-making purposes and es~imates of' exchange value can not all be made upon the same basis.
Kansas City Soidhern Ry. Co., 84 I. C. C. 113, 116 (1924). The Board
bas held that "exchange value" is different from the value for ratemaking· purposes and has recognized that Congress intended that it
should follow the principles established by the ICC. 30
"Exchange value", "commercial value" or "market value" all
express the concept of the amount that probably would result from
fair negotiations between an owner willing to sell and a purchaser desiring to buy. Standard Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific Co., 268 U. S. 146,
155 (1925); New Yorlc Central Acquisition of Ulster & Delaware, 175
I. C. C. 65 (1931).
Moreover, even when dealing with "exchange value" for the pur~
pose indicated, the ICC does not attempt to determine that value in
the sense that it determines a valuation for rate making purposes.
At most it simply inquires into the matter sufficiently to see whether
there has been an exercise o.f managerial judgment so excessive and
extreme as to be unreasonable.
·
The ICC's treatment of exchange value is described by Sharfman
as follows:
"The consideration approved, whether in the form of rentals for
leased lines or of prices paid for stock, was not measured by pro35 In the supplemental opinion of the Board in the Marquette-TWA -ease the Board
approved the payment of a "minimun:i considerati?n" of $313,0?0 for acquisition of all
the outstanding sj;ock of Marquette which had physical asset~ _of $27,000 and the net. ~oak
value of stock of which was approximately $36,000, recogmzmg that under the decisions
of the ICC the value of the right to operate the route is an element which the parties
take in to consideration in fixing the agreed price. It said :
'' Such an approach is also in accord with that adopted by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in its administration of those sections of the Interstate Commerce and Motor ,
Carrier Acts which are comparable to section 408 (b) of the Civil Aeronautics Act. Since
the Acts are parallel in their general scope, purpose, and terms, it is apparent that Congress intended that the A~ts, _each in its own field, should have like interl?r~tation, application, and effect.'' Acquisition of Marquette by TW A-Siipplemental Opvnion, 2 C. A. B.
409, 412 (1940).

1

36 In a tra·nsaction of this kind it is very much to the advantage of the acquiring carrier
to secure the Iara-est possible percentage of the stock of the acquired corporation (where
there is no effort "to coerce or discrimin a te against a minority interest) . For if the acquiring carrier can secure 100%, or_nea rly 100% , ~f tl:at stock the a ctual mechanic:s of corporate
integration-which otherwis~ might :tecome qmte m::olved-;-are_ a mere formality. _T_he area
of possible argument and dispute disappears :rnd difficulties with respect to appraismg and
paying for dissenting _interests-which fr_equently lead to lo~g-_drawn litigation-are w~olly
avoided. And it was important to Amencan that the negotiations be consummated qmckly
and on a basis that would forestall the possibility of future delays and dispute. (AT p. 13)
It cannot be overlooked that the present ·s an extremely favorable time to effect a merger
of two systems in the sense that the acquidng carrier can wo_rk out satisfactory adjustments
now, during the post-war readjustment period, much more easily and economically than it
could later on. (Id.)
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and three of the Ryan grandchildren. (AT p. 22) To make up even a
majority interest it was necessary that he go outside the c~rcle of h~s
principals. (AT pp. 35-36) As a practical matter, then, 1f approximately 100% acceptance were to be reasonably assured without delays
and dispute, an offer on a ratio somewhat more favo:able than the
market ratio makes business sense. (AT p. 12) Certamly Mr. Z?ck,
in a practical world, could not be reasonably confident of acco11:p~ishi~g
his end of the bargain, or American reasonably certain of gammg its
objective, at any ratio less than the market. (Tr. pp. 154, 346-347) And,
as Mr. Jacob has indicated,_the market ratio of the two stocks ha~ been
growing steadily more favorable to Mid-Continent over a period of
more than a year and a half. (AT p. 48) 37
The ratio agreed to cannot be regarded as unreasonable. It was
somewhat more favorable to the Mid-Continent stockholders than the
market ratio. 38 But '' ... it is well known that large blocks of stock
carrying a measure of control usually sell somewhat above the market.''
Unification of Southwestern Lines, 124 I. C. C. 401, 431-432 (1927).
(AT pp. 12, 49) Moreover, if Mid-Continent had been a listed stoc~
that alone would have added to its market price in relation to Amencan (Tr. p. 347), and, in a dealing between business men, that fact
might well be taken into account in arriving at a ratio slightly favo:ing
Mid-Continent (AT p. 49), especially since it was reasonable to believe
that Mid-Continent might soon become listed. (AT p. 46) And the
effectiveness of a slight "P.remium" in inducing ready aceptance ,by
hundreds of miscellaneous stockholders is apparent. (AT pp. 12-13, 49)
Furthermore the ratio proposed gives to the Mid-Continent stockholders approximately a seven per cent equity interest in American.
American's management estimates that the additional earning power
which i( will derive as a result will exceed seven per cent. (Tr. pp.
442-444)
Even on the basis of a comparison of the book value of the stock
exchanged-unapt as that is to a case of this kind 39-there is a relative
37 Since the initial agreement with Mr. Zock was announ~ed and up to the p_resent time
the weekly market ratios of the two stocks have been a -little below o_r a h_ttle above
4.5 to 1. They fluctuate slightly. Of course the marke~ . for ~he M1d-~01'.tme1!-t stock
from the time of the initial agreement u1'.til the :f!oard 's d~c1S1on ~11 ~e artificial; 1t ?ould
never be better than a four to one ratio with American an_d _1~ would meVItably be at a h1_g~er
ratio, reflecting the natural tendency to discount the possibility of an adverse Board dec1s10n
in this case.
38 The Mid-Continent stock, though unlisted, has enjoyed a_ very active and stable market. (AT pp. 45-4~; Tr. PP·. 240,348,413). Nor was the stock mflated by rumors of the proposed agi-eement with Amencan. (AT p. 47)
. .
. .
.
39 While the book value of physical assets may be a determmmg cnte:10~ for rate-ma~mg
purposes, it is a very unce~tain guide in determining exchange value. This 1s well recogruzed
by all students of the subJect:

'' In all respects the relati?nship be~wee:n the. co~mercial value o! a business and
the so-called physical values of its assets 1s highly mdu~ct and uncer~am. Almost never
does it justify an assumption that the 'values' (that, ~s, the ~epreciated c_osts) of the
, latter even roughly measure the value of the former.
Bonbnght, Valuation of Property, 26'5 (1937).
This is particularly trne of a carrier like an airline o_r- a motor carrier wher_e the ph?'sical
assets are much less of a factor in measur\ng commerc13:l va~u~ of. the _enterpns~ than 1s the
prospective earning power. The ICC pomted out tins d1stmct1on m Ke_eshir1; Transcontinental Freight Lines In.c .-Control-Seaboard, 5 M. C. C. 25 (1937), where it said:
, , It is true that the asset value, i. e., the physical value- of the tangible property is
not necessarily a criterion of the commercial val1;1e o,f the business or sto~k of a motor
canier. The latter is dependent upon the earmng power. Comp3:red_ with the traffic
handled and revenues received, the tangible property_ of a motor c3:rner is much less of a
factor than in the case of a railroad, and the margm over oper3:tn1;g expenses and taxes
necessary to pay a return on investment is also much less. This is so, largely because
it is unnecessary for a motor carrier to invest in and maintain t~e right-of-wa:i: and
pavement over which· it operates. What would seem from the railroad standpomt a
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deficiency of only about $800,000 (AT p. 49), 40 which is a small amount
in relation to the benefit to American of securing all the Mid-Continent
personnel as a going organization thoroughly familiar with the territory involved, and the value of being able to add the Mid-Continent
route to the American system with all that that means to American.
(Tr. pp. 442-443) Even in a cash purchase such elements of value
loom large.

, "It is cle_ar that in the sale of the property of an air line the
v_alue of the r_1ght to o:perate th~ rout~ is an element which the partie~ necessarily ~a~rn mto con_s1deration in determining the price
wh1c~ they are w1lln:g, respectively, to receive and pay. The existence of such value m t~e exchange of property, as distinguished
from value for rate-rnalnng pm:yo_ses, has long been recognized by
the courts and regulatory comm1ss1ons. '' Acquisition Of Marquette
by TWA-Supplemental Opinion, 2 C. A. B. 409, 412 (1940). 41
VII. CONCLUSION.

'' Transp~rtation s~ccess can never be the product of high rates
and_ restricted service. As the makers of low-priced automotive
v:eh1c.les fully demonstrated, there is no fixed amount of transportation to_ be perf~rmed, but r3:ther an amount capable of indefinite
exp3:ns10n, pro_v1ded _the .P~bhc can be offered sufficiently attractive
service at a pnce which 1t 1s able to pay.'' I. C. C. Annual Report,
1938, p. 22.
This statement expresses a principle which was never of more
importance than it will be in air transportation's immediate future.
The principle requires more than formal adherence; there must be
aggressive pursuit of the goal of low rates and abundant service.
This goal is served by the proposed unification of American and
Mid-Continent. Alone, Mid-Continent faces indefinite supsidizinO' with
service being improved and expanded only at the restricted pace allowed
to a subsidized carrier. See Mid-Continent Airlines, Inc.-Mail Rates
for Ro~tes Nos. 26 and 48, 3 C.A.B. 464,467,468, 470-474 (1942). Every
very small margin over costs of operation is sufficient to yield a generous return. In the
case of Seaboard, an annual net mcome _of only about $32,000 would be sufficient to pay
a 6-percent return on the purchase price, plus the term and deferred liabilities outstanding." (5 M. C. C. at 36-37)
4_0 _This deficien~y is com~uted with the exclusion from book value of a reserve for
tran~1t10n to peace-time operations_. (Tr. p. 439). It happens that the Board's regulations
reqmre that a r~ser:ve be ~ncluded m the surplus section of the balance sheet. But a reserve
t~e purpose mdicated 1s not a true '' surplus reserve'' and American has never so treated
it m. its repor~s to the stockholders and to the public, since the reserve is a provision for ex. pend1tures which would not add to book value. (Tr pp 439-440) The rese - ·
t.
·
t
J'k
·1
d'
. . ·. ·
rve m ques. 10n. 1s no u~ 1 ~ a ra1 ~oa s_. reserve for_ the ehmmat10n of grade crossings. Mr. Dewin
m his authontati".e _trea_t1se, Fvn,a,nmal Polwy · of Corporati011,s, at page 529 says of railroaf
outlays for the ehmmation of grade crossings:
.

to~

'' It is ~mproper to defray t~eir cost by increasing the admitted plan£ assets of the
corp?rat10n, because . the plant 1s w?rth no more, for the purpose of making a profit, after
~he 1mprovemen~s are _m ade than it was before.. . . The only logical method of treatrn~ s;1ch expenditures is that of creating a reserve fund for them through annual appropriations from the general surplus.''
41 In _cash payment cases the Board has approved a $313,000 "minimum" payment for
assets havrng a book value_ o_f $52,000 in the Marqiwtte-TW A case referred to in the text In
United Air Lines, Acquisition of Lamsa, 4 C. A. B. 409 (1943), a payment equivalen·t to
$194,306 for 100 per cent _of_ the sto~l~ of an ente1·prise with assets having a book value of
$32,000 _ was approved. Similar dec1s10ns are fou1:1d by the ICC in cash payment cases.
Gray_ Line Motor Tours, Inc.-Control, R~y?-l Blue Sightseeing Corp., 15 M. c. c. 326 (1938).
Iri:teimountain Trans. Co.-Purchase-Meisinger Stages, 5 M. O. C. 493 (1938). Acme Freig·h t
Lines, Inc.-Purchase-D. L. Carter, 5 M: C. C. 648 (1938); Brown Express do.-Purchase- J. C._Netzer, 5 M. C. C. 681 (1938); Public Service Interstate Trans. Co._:_Purchase-Heal ,
Special Tours, 5 M. C. C. 735 (1938).
ey 8
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factor in its situation points to a continued lag-as in the past-in its
development of air transportation. Its opportunities are severely delimited by an inherently faulty route structure and by the accident of
its location. But linked with American the route will be greatly
strengthened and its aggressive development is certain. And rates
_will pe lowered, service will be dramatically increased and improved,
and a large annual subsidy payment will be eliminated.
The opportunity thus afforded is, moreover, singularly free of the
faults found ii:i the proposed ·western-United merger. Acqiiisition of
Western Air Express by United Air Lines, 1 O.A.A. 739 (1940). There
·western was ":financially self-sufficient" and aggressive in the promotion of air transportation (id. at 747) and was the only north-south
competitor with United-indeed the only north-south carrier, other than
United, in the entire far west region. (Id. at 750) Here Mid-Continent
is shown to be far from self-sufficiency, with its prospects even worse
than its past (AT p. 51; Ex. A-26) and with a record of consistently
lagging far to the rear in the industry's development. Even now MidContinent is just becoming a DO-3 operator. Moreover there will not
be added to American-as there would have been to United-any regional dominance to the exclusion of all effective competition. On the
contrary the unification would eliminate no competition-and Mid-Continent is only one of several carriers in, or approaching, this region.
Finally it is to be emphasized that this is not a new route case.
The ICC has repeatedly made the distinction clear. Thus in Baggett
Transp. Co.-Purchase-Bishop, 36 M. 0. 0. 659, 663-664 (1941), it
said:

section 408 (_b), is required to enter an order of approval. Cf. Pacific
Power .cf; Light Co. v. Federal Power Commission 111 F (2d) 1014,
1017 (0. 0. A. 9th, 1940).
'
.
Respectfully submitted,
HOWARD
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"Section 206 provides the exclusive method and the sole standards by and under which we may issue a certificate. The primary
standard there established is the existence of public convenience
and necessity. The standard for our approval of a transaction
under section 5 is consistency with the public interest. The one is
not necessarily the equivalent of the other. Pitblic convenience and
necessity, as we have frequently defined it, ordinarily reqitires a
higher degree of proof than mere consistency with the public interest, and usually contemplates an entirely distinct set of circum. stances. The issue of public convenience and necessity is not presented in the normal proceeding under section 5, and, not being
presented, cannot be decided.' ' 42 (Italics ours)
Where, as here, a more adequate service will result, economy and
efficiency will be promoted, a fuller provision of and better use of transportation facilities will ensue, New York Central Securities Corp. v.
United States, 287 U. S. 12, 25 (1932), teaches that the statutory test
for a unification is met. 43 And upon that showing the Board, under
42 The ICC cases on the point are legion.
The following are representative. Transamer-ican Freight Lines, Inc.-Purchase-Gorman, 5 M. C. C. 712, 713 (1938); Red Arrow
Freight Lines, Inc.-Purchase--Charlton, 15 M. C. C. 142, 145 (1938); Arrow Carrier Corp.Purchase-Lehigh Valley M. Exp. Corp., 15 M. C. C. 203, 204-205 (1938); Spitzer-Piirchase~
Howe, 15 M . C. C. 331, 334 (1938); Keystone Freight Lines-Purchas-Ross, 25 M. C. C.
18, 21 (1939); K ,j- L Transp. Co.-Pu1·chase-Chas"tain, 25 M. C. C. 341, 343 (1939); Lee
Way Motor Freight, Inc.-Merger, 25 M. C. C. 520, 523 (1939); Horlacher Delivery Service,
Inc.-Purchase-Par7cer, 35 . M. C. C. 149, 153 (1940); Standard Freight .IAm,es, Inc.-LeasHolt, 38 M. C. C. 483, 486-487 (1942), aff'd 39 M. C. C. 85, 87 (1943).
43
' ' Applicant is required to show only that the transaction will be consistent with the
public interest, that is, not contradictory or hostile thereto." See Merchant's Dispatch,
Inc .-Piirchase-Smathers, 25 M. C. C. 407, 409 (1939); see also Scott Bros., Ir,. .J.,
Collection and Delivery Sei•vice, 2 M. C. C. 1~5, 164 (1937).
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APPENDIX I.

For on cross-examination Mr. Braniff said that Col. Ryan was talking
in terms of a 3 to 1 ratio and Mr. Braniff in terms of a 5 to 1 ratio
(Tr. pp. 554-555), tbat the conversation was "very brief" _(Tr. p. 554),
first estimated as about an hour (Tr. p. 555), and then on redirect as
about a half hour (Tr. p. 560), and that there had occurred theretofore
only casual conversations "over a period of a year o-r more, but nothing
definite." (Tr. p. 560)
If that conversation with Col. Ryan of one half-hour, with the
parties as far apart as Mr. Braniff says, meant that they "had practically reached the basis of an agreement of a merger,'' Col. Ryan must
have appeared to Mr. Braniff much more na'ive than there is any reason
to believe him to be. The fact of the matter obviously is that the
conversation referred to was just as casual as the others-unless, indeed, Col. Ryan was frantically trying to dispose of his airline before
he had to· go to the Pacific.
And as for the "social visit" that Mr. Braniff had with Col. Ryan
recently (Tr. p. 536), such amenities mean little. Of course Col. Ryan
likes Mr. Braniff. (Tr. p. 536) So does Mr. Zock. (Tr. p. 377) Mr. Zock's
point was not that there was the least lack of friendship or goodwill.
He is simply giving the considered judgment of a man who is coolly
and without prejudices sizing up what is best for the people and the
company for whose welfare he is responsible. And Col. Ryan shares
the fears that Mr. Zock has about a merger with Braniff. (Tr. p. 403)
Moreover it is most significant that, despite the sophistication in
business affairs of both Mr. Zock and Mr. Braniff, there should now
be a difference of view between them as to whether Mr. Braniff made
a firm offe·r in 1942. Mr. Zock says that on the occasion of the trip
to Dallas in the late summer of 1942 be and his associates got the impression that Mr. Braniff would "treat" on the basis of 100,000 Braniff shares for the Mid-Continent shares. (Tr. p. 727) Mr. Braniff says
he earlier made a firm offer on the basis of the Coverdale & Colpitts
report. (Tr. pp. 546-547) The difference means nothing since the
Coverdale & Colpitts report was far from acceptable to the Mid-Continent people for very good reasons. (Tr. pp. 719-720, 724; cf. Ex. B-15
and B-17) 2 But the significant thing is that Mr. Braniff succeeded in
leaving Mr. Zock in such doubt. As Mr. Zock said, Mr. Braniff simply
wouldn't be pinned down; he always attached strings. (Tr. pp. 723,
· 726, 727) Even the later suggestion of one Braniff share for 2½ Mid-

The inquiry as to possible desirability of a merger between
Mid-Continent and Braniff.
We bave reserved to an appendix discussion of tbe question
whetber a merger between Mid-Continent and Braniff is more -in the
public interest tban a merger with American. The r_easo~ we have done
so is that the question is irrelevant, as we have pomted out supm pp.
2-3. Furthermore the ICC has insisted tbat such an inquiry is not
permissible under the comparable provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act. In Clinchfield Railway Lease, ·90 I. C. C. 113, 132 (1924),
the Commission said:
- "Under· the provisions of paragrapb (~). ~f section 5 we _are not
in a position to consider whether acqms1t10n of, control ~n some
other manner than tbat proposed, or by som.e other carrier tl~an
the applicant woiild better serve the pub lic interest. The qu~~t~on
which we must determine in that regard is w hether the acquisition
of control proposed is in the public interest." (Italics ours)
But not only is a possible merger with Braniff legally irrelevant ;
it is factually irrelevant.
.
Mr. Braniff has tried at least since 1940 (Tr. p. 560) to make a deal
with Mid-Continent. He is an astute, experienced, careful, calculating
business man. He is, in fact, quite outstanding in an industry which
has few men of bis background and of his type.
As Mr. Zock said, he, and Mr. Braniff "have discussed this thing
time and again" (Tr. p. 376) and "be (Mr. Braniff) has even gone so
far as to talk to my (Mr. Zock's) principals about it." (Tr. p. 377)
'Tbe result of all Mr. Braniff's bargaining is that he is further · from
a deal than he ever was. _Mr. Zock, upon whom the Ryans rely for
counsel and guidance (Tr. pp. 402-403), has become firmly persuaded
that a deal with Braniff would not be to the best interest of Mid-Continent even if Mr. Braniff were to break down and make a firm offer o·n
a basis that would be financially attractiye (Tr. pp. 391-393)-which
he has most painstakingly refrained from doing at any time in the
long history of ·past negotiations. (Tr. pp. 376-377) 1
It was obviously not pleasant for Mr. Zock to make the statement
he- did as to his view toward the desirability of merging with Braniff.
(Tr-. pp. 391-393, 401-403) For Mr. Zock is not personally antagonistic
to Mr. Braniff, as he explained. Moreover Mr. Zock is by no means
the type of man who would like to speak in a derogatory manner of
anyone or any company. He is eminently fair, and the judgment he
bas r eached and the basis therefor as he explained it are eminently fair.
It is extraordinary that a man of Mr. Braniff's sophistication /
should have included in the written statement from which he read at
the hearing the assertion that he and Col. Ryan '' had practically reached
the basis of an agreement of a merger" in the conversation in Mr.
Braniff's office in Dallas wbich was, interrupted by the telepho·ne call
from Washingt.on that led Col. Ryan into the service. (Tr. p. 531)
1 At the hearing Mr. Braniff a rgued that his alleged offer on th~ basis _of the Coverdale
& Colpitts r eport, if accepted, would have been ~ore favorable to M1d-Co:ntrnent_ as of present market prices th an the Northwest offer wine~ was accept_ed b y M1d-Contrnent. (Tr.
p. 549) Mr. Braniff overlooked rights to sub scnbe to a dditional stock subsequently ex·
tended by Northwest. (Tr. p. 721)

2

These reasons, as explained by Mr. Zock, were:

'' In the summer of 1942, when Coverdale & Colpitts' report was made, the ratio of
the market price of Braniff and Mid-Continent stocks were approximately 2 for 1. At
that time, the book value r atio for the two companies was close to 2 to 1, a factor which
was important at that time, since both companies were losing money.
'' On the other hand, the Coverdale & Colpitts report recommended an exchange of
stock on the ratio of 3½ Mid-Continent to 1 Braniff.
'' This ratio was apparently arrived at on a basis which gave almost exclusive weight
to a projection of pmely hypothetical earnings of the two companies, and not only
largely ignored the book value ratios but took no account whatsoever of the ratio -based
on market prices for the stock.
'' Moreover, even in working out a purely hypothetical earning, Mid-Continent was
penalized by forecasting expenses higher. than those allowed by the Civil Aeronautics
Board, in a then recent rate case, and by giving Braniff the benefit of lower expenses
than those which had been estimated by the Board in a then recent rate case, under all
circumstances, the recommendations of the i-eport seemed to me to be so unrealistic and
so far from the situation as r eflected by .market prices which, after all, business men
must t ake into account, that I simply could not regard it as a reasonable basis for
effecting an exchange of stock agreement.' '. (Tr. pp. 719-720)
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Continent (AT p. 31) was apparently only a "come on" advanced by
Mr. Braniff's broker. (Tr. p. 557)
There is only one conclusion possible. Mr. BJ·aniff-who, in his
neo·otiations with Mr. Zock, emphasized the adverse effect of the war
on°Mid-Continent (AT p. 31; Tr. pp. 271-275 )-has been :waiting for at
least five years for a plum to drop in his lap. And the plum has simply
determined not to drop.
We turn now briefly to a consideration of the relative merits of a
Braniff-Mid-Continent merger and an American-Mid-Continent merger.
Braniff could offer nothing to the southern part of the Mid-Continent system except a very circuitous route to Denver and a very circuitous route to Chicago. And those points already have better routings to Chicago. American offers that part of the system an excellent
new link with northern Texas, the southwest and west coast. It also
offers a routing to Chicago as good as Braniff's, and probably better
in some respects. ( Cf. Tr. p. 478)
For the northern part of the Mid-Continent route Braniff offers
only the Texas-Mexico service. American offers that service alsoand in addition opens a new route to the southwest and the west coast.
Braniff could effect no economies in St. Louis. American will.
In short the Mid-Continent route, with its stubs and cross courses,
does not fit into Braniff's route as well as into American's, its weaknesses will be a 0oTeater drain on Braniff than on American and
Braniff
is less a,ble to stand that drain (cf. Tr. p. 393), and American offers to
_the travelling and shipping public not only virtually all that Braniff
offers but very considerably more. (Tr. pp. 370-371, 376-379)
American can take the mute as it stands and do a great deal with
it. Bra~iff would have to get a series of new routes, and perhaps effect
some abandonments, before it could make much progress with the route
as a whole. Mr. Zock summed up this point pithily:
'' Theoretically it sounds "':'onderful to put small companie~ together, but it is much more difficult and you don't come out with a
stronger company in very many cases.'' (Tr. p. 393; see also p. 370)
APPENDIX II.
Scope of the Board's Order.
American proposes that the Board's order,, in this proceeding approve a unification of American and Mid-Continent by merger of the
latter into the former or by other appropriate means, including a
transfer of the certificates of the latter to the former. Such an order
should, of course, provide for retention of jurisdiction by the Board
pending submission to the Board of the specific unification plan. !he
order proposed would be similar to that issued in Western Air Lines
-Acquisition of Inland Air Lines, 4 C. A. B. 654, 668 (1944).
Public Counsel questioned whether the order could be so broad
in view of the fact that the application did not specifically pray for
approval of a corporate unification.
No objection to the introduction . of evidence was made by any
party on the ground that unification is not in issue. As we have said,
supra p. 2, the agreement for which approval was prayed provides
that American will seek to acquire all of the Mid-Continent stock,
American announced at the prehearing conference that the acquisition
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is for the purpose of effecting a complete integration by merger or
otherwise, and all the evidence was presented on the theory that s~ch
a unification is proposed. 1
Moreover the application includes, as well as the specific prayer
for approval of an acquisition of control, a prayer "for such other,
further and different relief as the Board may deem appropriate _and
to which applicant may be entitled in the premises.''
Were this proceeding judicial, instead of administrative, there
would be no doubt of the court's power to enter an order of the breadth
proposed.
,
Long before the adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
a federal court of equity granted under a general prayer the full and
complete relief the applicant was entitled to upon the facts. 4 CYc.
FED. PRoc. § 1167 (1943). Technical objec.tions that the relief was outside the scope of the pleadings were brushed aside by the courts.
Thus, in the leading case of Texas v. Hardenberg, 10 vVall. (77 u'. S.)
68 (1869), where Hardenberg asserted that he could not be held to
account for the proceeds of bonds because the bill praye¢l only for
relief by injunction against receiving .payment of the bonds, the Supreme Court said:
"But we think it would savor of extreme technicality to refuse
to see in the bill enough in relation to the proceeds of the bonds
to warrant relief in this respect under the general prayer." (10
Wall. at 86)
See also Walden v. Bodley, 14 Pet. (39 U. S.) 156, 164 (1840).
I

In Rexford v. Southern Woodland Co., 208 Fed. 295 (D. S. C.,
1913), the court ruled that the complainant was entitled to a particular form of relief despite the fact that ''No such relief is demanded,
nor is the bill drawn with such object." (208 Fed. at 316) The court
held that "T-he prayer for general relief, however, invites a consideration of every phase of the testimony." (Id.) To the same effect
are: Minnesota Mut. Inv. Co. v. McGirr, 263 Fed. 847, 856 ( C. C. A.
8th, 1920), and Hayward & Clark v. McDonald, 192 Fed. 890, 894 (C. C.
A. 5th, 1912). In Lockhart v. Leeds, 195 U.S. 427 (1904), the Supreme
Court gave this statement of the rule:
'' There is no reason for denying his right to relief, if the plaintiff
is otherwise entitled to it, simply because it is a~ked under the
prayer for o-eneral relief and upon a somewhat different theory
from that w0hich is advanced under one of the special prayers.''
(195 U. S. at 437)
Since the adoption of the new Federal Rules the question is even
clearer. Rule 15 (b) provides:
''When issues not raised by the pleadings are tried by express
or implied consent of the ,parties, they shall be treated in all respects as if they had been raised in the pleadings. Such amendment of the pleadings as may be necessary to cause them to conform to the evidence· and to raise these issues may be made upon
motion of any party at any time, even after judgment; but failure
so to amend does not affect the result of the trial of these issues.''
1 It is to be noted, also, that the case here is not one of a proposed acquisition by lease or
by purchase, but is a case of a proposed exchange of stock contemJ?lating, if possible, an
exchange with all the Mid-Continent stockholders. Such a transaction cannot be sharply
differentiated from a me1·ger. It simply provides that an essential step in a formal corporate
unification takes place first instead of second in the chain of events which effect unification.
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Before administrative agencies there surely is no less liberality
than before the courts. Thus, even in a case where a motor carrier
had applied for a permit under one section of the statute instead of
a certificate under another section, involving entirely distinct legal and
factual issues, the ICC has held:

The difference, if any, between American and Public Counsel is
purely formal. There is no doubt of the Board's power in this proceeding to approve the exchange of stock on the ground that the unification proposed is not inconsistent with the public interest. Indeed,
the ICC, in approving an acquisition, has imposed a condition that
a merger be accomplished. 3 Nor can there be doubt but that, under
an order such as was entered in the Western-Inla1nd case, when the
unification plan is submitted to the Board interested parties must have
an opportunity to present such evidence or argument as they may have
to . offer bearing upon_ the particular plan proposed. Cf. Pacific M.
Trucking Co.-Control-Peoples Frt. Line, Inc., 15 M. C. C. 591 _(1939).
Thus the only question is whether (1) in submitting the specific integration plan, American would have to submit with it an application
in the usual form and have that application docketed in the usual way;
or (2) the plan should be submitted, copies served on the interested
parties, and. action taken by the Board without further bearing if no
hearing is requested.
It is submitted that the difference between these two courses is
purely formal. The second is the preferable and more convenient
c_ourse· and is enti.r ely consistent with the statutory requirements.
·Pacific M. Trucking Co.-Control-Peoples Frt. Line, Inc., 15 M. C." C.
591 (1939).

'"' Under the circumstances, we are of the opinion that it woitld
be more in harmony with the liberal rules which we have adopted
to govern our procedure to grant that form of authority which the
- evidence shows applicant is entitled to receive, rather than to deny
his application, require him to file a new or amended appliccttion,
and put him and the other parties to the expense and vexation of
another hearing. We shall, therefore grant a certific.ate, but shall
direct that its issuance be withheld for 30 days after the service
of this report in order to afford any protestant or other interested
party, who may be taken by surprise, opportunity to petition for
rehearing or reconsideration under our rules. In this way, we can
possibly avoid an unnecessary hardship to the applicant and, at
the same time, do no violence to rights of others." (Italics ours)
Drexel Tucker Contract Carrier Application, 2 M. C. C. 335, 338
(1937)
Even in strictly adversary proceeding·s before administrative
agencies, the rule has been that the evidence not the pleadings determines the scope of the order. In New York Central cf; H. R.R. Co. v.
Interstate Commerce Coriimission, 168 Fed. 131 (C. C. N. Y., 1909), a
railroad asserted that the ICC's order based upon a complaint in a
rate proceeding was not confined to the i~slies raised by the complaint.
The court said:
"The Interstate Commerce Commission is, however, an administrative tribunal dealing with practical problems. So 1011-g
as parties affected by its orders appear and are fully heard, we
think it would be most unfortunate to deny its power to grant such
relief as the facts shown upon the investigation should call for,
even though such facts might be presented by evidence technically
outside the issues raised. . . . · Before we declare an order
of the commission invalid as being outside the issues, we think
that we should be - satisfied that it is outside the issues actually
presented to the commission and upon which the parties were
heard. We have, therefore, thought it our duty to examine the
evidence and consider the claims of the parties made upon the
hearing before the commission. Through such examination we
find that the milling company and the carriers appeared before the
commission, and that the various phases of the discriminations
claimed to exist ag·ainst the milling company were fully inquired
into, including that elaimed to exist in favor of interior millers
enjoying the milling in transit privilege. As the hearing progressed, its scope apparently widened, and at its conclusion we 1
are satisfied that the real question before the commission in the
minds of all the parties was whether it was proper and practicable
to _afford relief like that granted by the order. Indeed, we have
no doubt that should we declare this order invalid, and a new petition should be filed, the inquiry would be along the lines of the
hearing already had, with, presumably, the same result.'' (168
Fed. at 138-139) 2
·
2 Similar attacks upon the Commission's orders were rejected in Pennsylvania R. Co. v.
United States 288 Fed. 88,(W. D. Pa., 1923); Louisville ,f N. R. Co. v. Sloss,Sheffield Steel
t}- Iron Co., 29'5 Fed. 53 (C. C. A. 5th, 1923); Montrose Oil Refining Co. v. St_. Louis-San Francisco Ry. Co., 25 F. (2d) 750 (N. D. Tex., 1927); Alton q S. R. R. v. United States, 49 F. (2d) 414 (N. D. Cal., 1931). The question has also arisen in the courts when attacks have
been made upon the orders of the National Labor Relations Board which have gone beyond
the scope of the complaint initiating the proceeding. The courts have held that where the
issues have been tried and no prejudice has resulted from the fact that the issue was not set
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forth in the Board's complaint, the orders dealing with the issue9 developed at the hearing were valid and proper. National Labor Relations Board v. Mackay Telegraph Co., 304
U. S. 333 (1938); National Licorice Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 309 U. S. 350
(1940); National Labor Relations Board v. Piqi,a Miinising Prod. Co., 109 F. (2d) 552
(C. C. A. 6th, 1940); National Labor Relations Board v. Swift ,<}- Co., 108 F. (2d) 988
(0. C. A. 7th, 1940).
_a Santa Fe '!'rail Transp. Co.-Controi-Western Transit Co., 5 M. C. C. 81 (1937);
Pacific M. Trucking Co.-Control-Peoples Frt. Line, Inc., 5 M. C. C. 302 (1937). See also,
Powell Bros. Investment Co., Inc.-Controi-Southern Frt., 15 M. C. C. 293 (1938); A. B. C.
Transfer <r Storage Co., Inc.-Purohase-Malde, 37 M. C. C. 725 (1941); Associated Transport, Inc.-Cor1;t1:o:l and Consolidation, 38 M. C. C. 137 at 149 (1942), in which the ICC
held t~at acqu_is_it10n s~oul.d be followed by unification but did not make this requirement
a specific condition of its orders.
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